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The Torch staff has been diligently composing this yearbook for your viewing pleasure. This year's staff is headed by Brian Curley, editor-in-chief and editors, Laura Hastings, Kari Davison, and Jessica Gormley who have put in hundreds of hours to create each and every page. Many people have contributed to the outcome of this book, including those who have lent a helping hand in selling and creating the book, and all who have donated pictures.

A special thanks to my second son, Brian, for all his hard work and dedication. Without his creativity, blood, sweat, and tears, this book would not exist.

All my gratitude,
Ms. Barnes
MARCHING BAND
Color Guard
MIX IT UP WAS THE BRAIN STORM OF MR. SMITH AND MRS. LOVETT, TO CREATE AN OPPORTUNITY THAT ALLOWED BOTH STUDENTS AND STAFF TO LEARN TO APPRECIATE THE UNIQUENESS OF THE INDIVIDUAL AND TO RECOGNIZE THE DIVERSITIES FOUND WITHIN OUR SCHOOL COMMUNITY. USING FOOD, MUSIC, AND THE LUNCH-TIME SCHEDULE ON NOVEMBER 21ST, THEY CREATED A POSITIVELY CHARGED ATMOSPHERE. “WE HOPE TO CREATE A POSITIVELY CHARGED ATMOSPHERE WHERE THE STUDENT BODY, FACULTY, AND STAFF ENGAGED IN ACTIVITIES THAT HELPED TO BREAK DOWN BARRIERS.

WITHIN OUR SCHOOL COMMUNITY (WE ARE NOT UNIQUE) THERE IS A TENDENCY FOR STUDENTS AND FACULTY TO ADHERE TO THE SAME COMFORTABLE GROUPINGS. THIS OPPORTUNITY HELPED TO ERASE BARRIERS...WHETHER THEY BE RACIAL, SOCIAL, SEXUAL, OR GENDER BASED. WE RECOGNIZE THAT THIS OPPORTUNITY CREATED A TEMPORARY, ARTIFICIAL RELATIONSHIP WITHIN THE SCHOOL COMMUNITY-WE HOPE THAT IT WILL BE A SMALL STEP OF A GREATER JOURNEY TOWARDS TOLERANCE.”

THE PROGRAM INVOLVED AN EXTENDED LUNCH PERIOD, ASSIGNED SEATING (BY BIRTH MONTH), AND KARAOKE PARTICIPATION. THE PROJECT WAS PART OF A NATIONAL PROGRAM HELD THE WEEK BEFORE THE THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY. MR. SMITH AND MRS. LOVETT WERE PLEASED WITH THE PARTICIPATION OF FACULTY, STAFF, AND STUDENT BODY. “WE FEEL THAT SOME OF OUR GOALS WERE ACHIEVED...BUT...MORE NEEDS TO BE DONE.”

AS THE CHINESE PROVERB STATES...

“A JOURNEY OF A THOUSAND MILES BEGINS WITH THE FIRST STEP.”
Over the past 5 years the community service learning program has fostered the altruistic values in our students. More than 250 students have volunteered their time to help a worthy cause in the community. Headed by Mr. Burkett and several teacher advisors, the students have shared many valued experiences tutoring, aiding the elderly, serving as classroom assistants at the elementary and middle schools, working at the police station and many, many more.

Our hats are off to those who have given of themselves in order to help those in need!
Rehearsals for Beauty and the Beast
20 Years From Now...

Ricky Orcutt - I want to have a lot of money and be married.

Tiago Freitas - Helping people

Charlie Shawles - Married with kids.

Leanne Ring - Clothes designer

Dennis Sheppard - Olympic Gold medallist in the mile.

Kristen Morrissey - I want to be a TV producer.

Katie Connolley - Have a family and a job working with horses.

Lara Batti - Married with kids.

Brianna Bodio - Teaching and happily married.

Emily Whittaker - Live in California, happy and surfing.
20 Years From Now...

Ryan Doolin - Auto-body technician.

Amanda Johnson - Married with kids.

Nate Milauskas - Living the good life.

Geoff Smith - A teacher.

Kim McHugh - A doctor.

D.J. DeChristopher - Multimedia special effects

Mike Brigham - Pediatrician

Kristi Bachman - A nurse.

Nick Williams - Sports writer for The Globe.

Daryl Thomas - A writer.
Favorite Television Show:
1. Simpsons
2. Friends
3. Real World

Favorite Movie:
1. Dumb & Dumber
2. Office Space
3. The Fast and the Furious

Favorite Actress:
1. Mary Kate and Ashley Olsen
2. Jennifer Aniston
3. Halle Berry

Favorite Actor:
1. Brad Pitt
2. Jim Carey
3. Vin Diesel

Favorite Magazine:
1. Cosmopolitan
2. ESPN
3. Seventeen

Favorite Teacher:
1. Mr. Crean
2. Mr. Smith
3. Mr. Dunphy

Favorite Song:
1. Give Me the Light by Sean Paul
2. Sweet Home Alabama by Leonard Skinner
3. My Name Is by Eminem

Favorite High School Event:
1. Five4U Performance
2. The Prom
3. The Lock-In

Favorite Radio Station:
1. 94.5
2. 107.3
3. 95.5

Favorite Singer or Group:
1. 311
2. Eminem
3. Tool
FAVORITE SINGER OR GROUP:
1. Journey
2. Van Halen
3. Michael Jackson

FAVORITE RADIO STATION:
1. WHJY (tie)
2. WBCN
3. KISS-108 (tie)

FAVORITE MOVIE:
1. "Rocky" (I, II, III)
2. "Risky Business"
3. "Friday the 13th" (I-IV)

FAVORITE ACTRESS:
1. Heather Thomas
2. Jennifer Beals
3. Heather Locklear

FAVORITE ACTOR:
Clint Eastwood
Richard Gere
Tom Cruise
Sylvester Stallone (tie)

FAVORITE TEACHER:
1. Mr. McCabe
2. Mr. Stonkus
3. Mr. Santos (tie)

MOST MEMORABLE EVENT:
1. Junior Prom
2. Ski trip
3. ...
Remember When...
The memories that you have from the last twelve years are priceless, and most will never be forgotten. When asked of their favorite memories, members of the class of 2003 couldn’t pick just one. Recollections ranged from their fourth grade field trip to Duxbury Beach to the softball team’s State Tournament trip to Martha’s Vineyard. Nick Williams said when asked of his favorite memory, “The eighth grade food fight was off the hook.” The fifth grade trip to Nature’s Classroom, Middle School Lip Sync, and the seventh grade whale watch are all memories that come to mind from the last twelve years. Some of the most prominent memories come from these last four years of high school. High School wouldn’t have been the best four years of your life without the hard-fought battles at the Lock-in Volleyball Tournaments or the excitement of the Student-Faculty Basketball games with special half-time performances of 54U. Although most have many memories made here in East Bridgewater, some said that their fondest memories will be of graduation and leaving their past experiences behind them. When you look back on East Bridgewater High School ten or twenty years from now, you won’t remember the classes or your grades, you will remember the great times you had with your friends over the years.
Will You Remember...
These Places Around the Building?
Bottom Row (from left to right): Anthony Figerito, Ryan Coots, Chris Sousa, Max Stevens, Matt Moore, Steven Haskell, Matt Mauger, Dave Bombadier, Brian Fields, Sam Phillips, Norly Prucien, Mike Brigham. Middle Row (from left to right): Chris Barton, Max Morgan, Justin Gluck, Andrew O’Laughlin, Paul Foloni, Chris Moore, Brett Dungan, Dan Bombadier, Shawn White, Dean Lucier, Matt White, TJ Smith, Rick Colbrun, Kevin McCabe, Chris Berretta, Ryan Gilbertson, Tom Morgan, Chris Lawlor. Top Row (from left to right): Coach St. George, Kenny Rettman, Brendan Craig, Anthony Carter, Brian Hammond, Dave Lumas, BJ Barnes, Jeremy McCabe, Will Brigham, Garrett Breheny, Jeremy Lagerval, Nate Phillips, Nick Rotondo, Rich McLaughlin, Jim Gambee, Matt Boyce, Brian Sheppard, Sean Benner, Gordy Lawson, Geoff Smith, Brian Morrill, Matt Mederos, Dave Persson, Dennis Sheppard, Andy Wagner, Matt Costello, Chris Rettman, Coach McCabe.

The 2002 Spring Track season was an outstanding success in every respect. The team won the Patriot League Championship for the fourth consecutive season with a record of 10-0, and followed that accomplishment with their first ever class “D” State Relay championship, and first ever Class “D” state championship. Also, the 4X mile relay team of TJ Smith, Shawn White, Dennis Sheppard, and Tom Morgan set a new state Class “D” record. The team was led by senior captains Rick Colburn, Dean Lucier, TJ Smith, Matt White, Shawn White. The team put forth a tremendous amount of effort and commitment, which made the season well worth it and very successful.
Boys Track
The 2002 Spring season proved to be a successful one for the Girls Track Team. Leading the Vikings were captains Sara Moukalled, Nicole Beddia, Colleen Lynch, and Laura Buckley. The girls took the title of Co-Patriot League Champions with a record of 9-1. Many girls contributed to the team's success. Jen Harlow, Sara Moukalled, Bridget Larkin, Nicole Beddia and Laura Buckley all made the Patriot League All Star team. Jen Harlow also won the New England title in the high jump. Freshman Katheryn Sims stood out in distance along with Holly Runnals and Colleen Lynch. Jenell Degrenier, another freshman, was key in sprinting. As was Alysha Olson and Sonya Pawlyshyn. Dana Crum and Danielle Beddia aided in their mid-distance running. In the field events, Stephanie Egan, Nicole West, Bridget Larkin, and Laura Buckley came through for the Vikings. The result of the season was not just victory, but a good time for all.
Baseball

The 2002 Varsity Baseball team was noteworthy for its wonderful attitude and for returning East Bridgewater High School baseball to post season play. Captains Jake Perkins, Paul Mann, Mark Robillard, and Derek Volner led the Vikings.

Highlights of the season included a big 5-4 win over Middleboro pitched by sophomore All-League selection Seth Perkins and ended with an amazing catch by sophomore Shawn Cowgill. The 10-10 regular season finish included wins over Carver, Norwell, (2), Duxbury, Hingham and Rockland.

It was also a season of tournaments as the Vikings hosted Preque Isle, Maine for two games in early April. They played Whitman Hanson and Abington in the annual Ralph Conners memorial tournament. Also, they played against Canton in the first round of the MIAA State Tournament. With the graduation of seniors, Shawn Fedele, John Paul Kenn, Sal Longo, Paul Mann, Jake Perkins, Mark Robillard, and Derek Volner, the 2003 Vikings are going to look to five returning starters and new players from the sub-varsity to reach post season play again next year.
The Viking Softball team experienced a renewal of excitement during the 2002 season. Foremost, the character and spirit of the varsity players were the primary contributions to the excitement. The girls were a cohesive, motivated and over-achieving group that was the source of pleasure and pride for the school. Several late-inning victories against league rivals Middleboro, Hingham and Hanover were high points of the season. But the State Tournament victory at Martha’s Vineyard was definitely the season highlight.
Front Row (Left to Right): Kaitlyn Smalley, Jen Petty, Jamie Backstrom, Alicia Wakeman, Katie Murphy, Leanne Maloney, Amanda Horrigan, Kathleen Waldron Back Row (Left to Right): Julie Brooks, Kristi Bachman, Denielle Brasill, Ashley Puopolo, Coach Cararra, Nicole May, Teresa Riley, Meghan Damiano, Kelsey Brooks
In the past couple years the East Bridgewater High School girls tennis team has been gradually growing in numbers. In the 2002 spring season, the team consisted of twelve members. The team was led by senior captains Jamie Tressel and Allison Smith. Allison Smith, Jamie Tressel, and Kathryn Findlay played first, second, and third singles, respectfully. Lauren Sheppard and Angela Rotondo played first doubles and Abby Haines and Natalie Hill primarily held the position of second doubles.
This year's golf team was led by Captain Brian Curley, the only senior on the team. Brian did an outstanding job of rallying the players through-out the season while usually playing in the number two spot for the squad. Jeff Hill, a sophomore, was the team's top golfer, usually coming in at or under par through-out the season, and often finishing as low scorer for both teams. Freshman Craig Hastings had an outstanding first season, usually playing in the number three spot. Freshman T.J. Collins also played well consistently. Junior Dillon Hanratty and sophomore Jim Doucette also contributed significantly to the team. Although the loss of Brian Curley will be a big one, next year's golf team looks promising with so many players returning. All of the team's five top golfers will be back, and it appears that next year's incoming freshmen includes some excellent players.
Boy’s X-Country

The Boys Cross Country Team continued there tremendous string of victories by winning second consecutive All-State championship Saturday at Franklin Park. They are the only 2 All-State Championships in East Bridgewater High School history. In the cold, rain, and mud the Vikings put on a tremendous team performance, having only .46 seconds separating their first runner and last runner. All 7 runners finished in the top 50 out of over 140 runners. Dennis Sheppard finished first for the Vikings in 10th place, followed by Joe Fiorini in 15th, Kevin McCabe in 17th, Tom Morgan in 22nd and Nate Phillips in 30th. Jeremy McCabe finished 36th and AJ O’Loughlin finished 51st. The Team was led by captains Dennis Sheppard, Kevin McCabe, and Jeremy McCabe. The team also placed six members on the patriot league all-star team: 1-6. This season continued a dual record streak of 38-0.
Girl's X-Country

The girls cross country team, the smallest fall team in the high school, managed a personally successful season with a final record of 3-7. Though the team only had nine members, the girls pulled through some tough meets with surprising wins and dangerously close final scores. The three freshmen Vania Chan, Stephanie Gildea, and Rikki-Lee Craig surprised both Coach McCabe and Coach Crean with their natural running abilities. Seniors Ari Wile, Alison Cobb, Lara Batti (captains), and Meghan Phillips lead the team through difficult practices, and spirits were always high for the girls team. Though the team was without any junior members, Sophomores Kathryn Sims and Vicki Lynch took their place, and Kathryn headed up the Viking path in the majority of the meets. Injuries became a hindrance as they spread throughout the team, but hey ran through the pain by putting in long miles and hard work. Persistence is a word that can summarize their whole season, and without this, the girls would never have made the great strides (literally) and broken the personal records set for themselves. Just as with every great success, “Behind every great man (or men’s team), there is an even greater woman (or women’s team).”
Boys Varsity Soccer: Front Row: (Left to Right) Greg Hill, James Tevlin, Matt Moore, Fred Rogers Second Row: (Left to Right) Dan Sousa, Norly Prucien, Chris Barton, Ryan Gilbertson, Mike Brigham, Mike Roan Third Row: (Left to Right) Coach Driscoll, Tim Meighan, Jack Hanratty, Brian Shappard, Dave Kendrick, Nick Williams, Paul Folloni, Callum Pearson, Shawn Fidele
The Boys Soccer team finished their great season in dramatic fashion on Sunday in a tournament match at Oliver Ames High School in Easton. The Vikings lost a heartbreaker 2-1. Coming into the game no one gave EB much of a chance against the 5th seeded Oliver Ames team. This was one of the most exciting and outstanding soccer matches many of the participants and spectators have ever seen. The match was tied 0-0 at halftime. Oliver Ames scored about midway through the 2nd half to take a 1-0 lead. The Vikings tied the match on a brilliant cross by Sophomore Matt Moore to Senior Chris Barton who scored on a beautiful header. The game remained tied 1-1 until less than three minutes remaining when Oliver Ames scored on a scramble in front of the net. The Vikings pressed hard in the final two minutes but time ran out and Oliver Ames won the match 2-1. The entire East Bridgewater team received a prolonged standing ovation from the crowd at the end of the game. The entire EB team turned in outstanding performances. Keeper Dave Kendrick was superb making several key in the backfield and Forwards Ryan Gilbertson and Nick Williams pressed hard on the frontline. This whole team should hold their heads high in what was an incredible performance not only Sunday but all season long.
The girls’ soccer team ended the season on a positive note with a 4-1 victory over Randolph. Their final record was 2-15-1. They lost many close, hard fought games. Highlights of the season were a though 1-0 loss to Hingham and also a hard fought 1-0 loss against Atlantic Coast League champion Whitman-Hanson. Another highlight of the season was the outstanding play of goalie Natalie Hill. The team was led by a phenomenal group of seniors, including Captain Haley Wile, Abby Haines, Becca Horan, Kristin Morrissey, and Leanne Ring. Their leadership, dedication, and sportsmanship will be remembered and carried on through the underclassman who had the privilege to play with them. The team maintained a positive attitude that will be carried into the future.
JV Girls' Soccer: Front Row (Left to right) Katelyn Scudder, Lauryn Nadolny, Katelyn Boyle, Brenna McAuliffe, Leanne Malony. Second Row (Left to right) Karen Zahka, Alicia Johnson, Liz Fairburn, Heather Hamilton, Colleen Ray, Jessica Daniels. Third Row (Left to right) Corie Sheraden, Chelsea Good, Diane Rossini, Meghan DeSousa, Michelle Crum, Kristin Heffron, Stephanie Layou, Alysha Wakeman, Coach LeMoine
The 2002 Field Hockey season was meant to be a rebuilding year after losing 7 seniors, but instead, proved to be a very successful year, which ended with a bid to the tournament. The team was led by captains Meghan Damiano, Jamie Ambach, and Amanda Johnson. Throughout the season, everyone stepped up to meet the challenges at hand. In doing so, three members of the team made the All-Star team. These were, Ashley Miller, Kelsey Brooks, Laura Hastings, and one individual, Ashley Miller, to the All-Scholastic team. The hard work and dedication from the entire team paid off in the end, by making the second round of the tournament. Next year, with the loss of ten seniors, and the return of ten varsity members, the 2003 team will be challenged in being as successful as the 2002 season was. The team would like to thank “Coachiepoo” for all her dedication and time. Without her, we would not have had our successful season.

Varsity Field Hockey: Front Row (Left to right) Meghan Damiano, Jess Bishop, Jamie Damiano, Jill Almond. Second Row (Left to right) Ashley Miller, Sumner Flynn, Laura Hastings, Jess Gormley, Leanne LeBlanc, Lisa McLaughlin. Third Row (Left to right) Coach Roberts, Kelsey Brooks, Jamie Ambach, Amanda Johnson, Kaylee Richardson, Kristy Backman, Dana Crum, Natalie West.
Field Hockey

JV Field Hockey Front Row: (Left to Right) Jenell DeGrenier, Becky Rosenbaum, Jill Sutton Second Row: (Left or Right) Ashley Brown, Christina Guerra, Katie Brasill, Shanya Neuman, Caitlin McPartlin Third Row: (Left to Right) Julie Brooks, Nicole West, Julie Dragone, Katie Garcia, April Duquette, Vanessa Andrede, Coach Carrara.
Varsity Football: First Row (Left to right) Dan Spector, Brendan Craig, Matt Zimmerman, Dan Bombadier, Gordie Lawson, Richard McLaughlin, Michael Knight, Brett Dungan, James Gambee, Jared Wolfe, Dan Lawlor, Chris Holbrook. Second Row (Left to right) Robert Clay, Brian Payne, Andy Wagner, Kris Knight, Geoff Smith, Sam Phillips, Michael Randall, Matt Mauger, Sean Benner. Third Row (Left to right) Terrence Reed, Mike Aikey, BJ Barnes, Shawn Cowgill, Kevin Leighton, Donny Fairburn, Garret Brehey, Ross Yakavonis, Matt Brown, Brian Morrill, Taylor Poulin, Chris Brown. Fourth Row (Left to right) Leo Miller, Cuong Yuong, Mike McLaughlin, Dave Begley, Brian Fields, Dave Bombadier, John Ferbert, Taylor Spagone, Mike O'Sullivan, Kevin Reali, Greg Overstreet, Vinnie Pizzi. Fifth Row (Left to right) Dave Loomis, Steve Haskel, Chris Moore, Tony Figuorido, Brian Hammond, Pat Bishop, Derek Jobyln
The 2002 Football season was a good one. The team was led by captains Brett Dungan, Rich McLaughlin, Mike Knight, Jim Gambee, Gordie Lawson, and Dan Bombadier. The team held strong with sixteen seniors, eight juniors, and three sophomores, and finished with a record of 7-2. The Vikings ended the season on a high note, defeating Rockland 42-0. The Vikings also sent 7 players to the Varsity Patriot League All Star team. The season proved to be a success, and the team plans to be just as successful next year.
Cheerleading

Varsity Cheerleading: Back Row (Left to Right) - Nicole Rearick, Stacey Buckley, Amanda Balboni, Alyson Larkin, Stephanie Egan, Kaitlyn Carey, Nicole Tardie. (Middle Row) - Ashley Petronelli, Elizabeth Waldron, Jen Ervine, Katelyn Larson, Kelsey Darling, Devin DiDominichi, Kerena Garabedian. (Front Row) - Rachael Backstrom, Ashley Flores, Erin Monahan, Katelyn Knight, Samantha Wolfe, Amanda Marsten, Alex Primiano.
The East Bridgewater Boys Winter Track team has had another outstanding season. The team was lead by senior captains: Matt Mauger, Kevin McCabe, Jeremy McCabe and Dennis Sheppard. The team has competes its third consecutive undefeated season and has extended their dual meets record to 21 straight. They have also collected their third Patriot League title in as many years. The Boys Winter Track team also was the winner of the State Class D Relays. There have been numerous records set this year, as the boys yet again complete an exceptional season.
Neither snow, sleet, nor rain deterred the efforts of the 2002-2003 girls indoor track team. Following the lead of captains Sumner Flynn, Jen Harlow, Leanne LeBlanc, and Ari Wile the girls performances and determination, while not always visible in the win column, rewrote the record books. Seven new class records were recorded, and junior Natalie West broke the school record in the shot put. Good job on a terrific season girls!
The boy’s basketball team enters the 2002-2003 season with high expectations as a solid group of veteran senior players return from last year’s team. After a solid start to the season, the team played six outstanding games, winning four with the only two losses being by one point and another in overtime to perennial league leaders Rockland and Scituate. The team’s success can be attributed to outstanding team defense and constant improvement in chemistry and individual offensive play. Chris Baton continues his solid play as the three year starting point guard. Brian Sheppard remains one of the top scorers in the league with a 19 points per game average. Jim Gambee and Rich McLaughlin provide tremendous overall competitive play while providing outstanding senior leadership. Starting center, Peter Judge, has been a mainstay as the inside presence needed by any successful team. Solid play off the bench by Mark Climo, Taylor Poulin, and Ryan Macleod has added to the much needed depth of the team. Congratulations on a winning season and good luck to the team as they lead for a possible post-season berth in the state high school basketball tournament.

The 2002-2003 Girls Basketball season began on a strong note with a new coaching staff consisting of head coach, Mr. Tim Doherty; and assistant coaches Jennifer LeMoine, Christine Bren, and Shawn Fidele. The team was lead by captains: Ashleigh Moore, Rebecca Horan, and Katie Findlay, with a strong presence of the 3 other seniors: Tai Charles, Haley Wile, and Katie Connolly. With a small team this year, the girls were able work together to achieve personal and team goals that they set for themselves. Overall, the girls learned a lot about teamwork and persistence.

Front Row: Chelsea Goode, Katie Murphy, Alysia Wakeman, Nikki Wright. Second Row: Coach Jenn LeMoine, Katrina Angelo, Corey Sheradin, Kathleen Waldron, Julie Brooks, Kaitlyn Smalley.
After a Cinderella 2001-2002 season, where the third-year combined team of East Bridgewater and Abington (EAB) finished in the Semi-Finals of the MIAA Division III State Tournament, it began the 2002-2003 season with high-expectations from many. But none of these expectations were higher than what this team had expected for themselves, which included a League Title. Returning this year, after losing only two graduating seniors, the EAB team looked very strong. But, facing a dismal start to their season because of illnesses after injuries, the team looked to be in an insurmountable hole, with a 2-5-0 start. However, the towel was not thrown in this early. The EAB team rallied back to a +.500 record when the squad became undefeated in four straight scoring 20 goals and allowing only 5 against, as their record was improved to 5-5-1. Half way to their goal, the team looks for snipers such as Pat Bishop, Matt Sulmonte, Tim Finch, Brian Curley and Matt Kenney to continue the onslaught of scoring. Leading the team are Chris Berretta and Greg Anderson. Backed with outstanding goaltending and the impenetrable defense of Dave Kendrick and James Tevlin, the EAB team is back on course to the goals they set early in the season. Good Luck to EAB.

Ice Hockey
From Left to Right: Heidi Runnals, Vania Chen, Danielle Rettman, Christine Kelly, Kalie Ford, Billy Rich, Megan Coyne, Theresa Fawcett, Tiago Freitis.

Student Senate

PRESIDENT
Abby Haines

VICE PRESIDENT
Adam Joy

SECRETARY
Bethany Ortenzi

TREASURER
Rebecca Horan

Pete Smith, Tim Hayes, Nick Ortenzi, Billy Vespa, Chris Bourne, Stacey Buckley, Dean Wile, Kaitlin Carey, Natalie Hill, Caitlin Callahan, Lauryn Nadolny, Laura Hastings, Geoff Smith, Dillon Hanratty, Chris Barton, Jess Gormley, Alicia Johnson, Kenny Rettman, Allison Cobb, Samantha Robertson, Meghan Phillips, Kim DeAngelo, Nick Williams, Liz Waldron, Leah Fluke, Shayna Neumann, Danielle Beddia, Amanda Johnson, Christina Parks, Katie Kovak, Maureen Manus, Jeremy McCabe, Ryan Coyne, Lauren Sheppard, Art Wile, Craig Hastings, Alex Primiano, Megan Coyne, Ben Hayes, Jen Kelly, Tom Horan, Kristi Bachman, Cara Clifford, Jess Damiano, Jim Sachetta, Garrett Brecheny, Peter Smith, Lara Batti, Nicole Tardi
Key Club

PRESIDENT
Kim DeAngelo

VICE PRESIDENT
Kimberly McHugh

SECRETARY
Ari Wile

TREASURER
Meghan Phillips

SERGEANT OF ARMS
Dennis Sheppard

Katelyn Boyle, Julianna Chaves, Rikki Lee Craig, Want Chan, Stephanie Gilden, Elizabeth Fairburn, Jenna Figuero, Andrea Gilbert, Stacy Hamilton, Tom Horan, Ben Hayes, Rebecca Libby, Matt Smith, Liz Waldron, Jimmy Sullivan, Karen Zahka, Chris Baron, Michele Chartier, Rebecca Horan, Leanne LeBlanc, Jeremy McCabe, Nate Milauskas, Erin Morrissey, Rethany Ortenzi, Amanda Richard, Geoff Smith, Danielle Beddia, Stephanie Egan, Rachel Fanning, Jess Gornley, Laura Hastings, Alicia Johnson, Caitlin Kenerson, Ashley Miller, Tom Morgan, Lauryn Nadolny, Christina Parks, Diane Rossini, Ashley Saccoach, Lindsey Wintauer, Julie Berks, Kaitlin Carey, Leanne Clark, Jess Daniels, Michele Foley, Rob Fumess, Alison Gassett, Kate Grooms, Kristen Heffron, Jessica Brazil-lauz, Max Morgan, Shayna Neumann, Katie O'Brien, Jenn Petti, Alex Primiano, Collen Ray, Jazzy Reale, Kaitlyn Smalley, Peter Smith

Art Club

From Left to Right: Matthew Gilbert, Joe Tyrrell, Megan Coyne, Samantha Jenness, Amanda Pace
Geography Club


Future Nurses


Reading Club

Bobby Bookworm, J.D. Stories, Rachel Readalot.
Amnesty International

From Left to Right: Heidi Runnals, Vania Chen, Danielle Rettman, Christine Kelly, Kalie Ford, Billy Rich, Megan Coyne, Theresa Fawcett, Tiago Freitis.

Yearbook Club

History Alliance Club

Drama Club
Math Club

Front Row: Diane Rossini, Craig Robertson. Second Row: Nathan Illsley, Samantha Jenness, Samantha Robertson, Steven Maloney, Suzie Shorey.

AFS

No Picture Available

Leanne LeBlanc, Christine Kelly, Heather Kelly, Lauren Sheppard, Tiago Freitas, Sonja Kohlenberg, Hanna Kholkina.

Tomorrow’s Teachers

Left to Right: Julie Lynch, Lindsay Hamilton (secretary), Amber Gazerro (vice president), Erica Reichert (president), Stacy Hamilton. Not pictured: Jenna Mastro, Nate Milauskas (treasurer), Noelle Boudreau, Cori Sheridan, Colleen Ray, Megan Dennehy, Jen Dineen, Denielle Brasil.
Then gentle rays of light tiptoed delicately through the field of wild flowers. On this day the sun was born.

He peaked his head over the horizon, and at that moment our hearts filled with a warmth we would feel forever.

As the sun began to climb higher into the sky, its brilliance left a smile on our faces. And in our field we laughed and embraced that love that emanated from him.

With the sun's retreat, the soft song of the cricket warned us that our day as coming to an end. Twilight streaked across the sky, welcoming the heavens to envelope the sun with twinkling stars.

We remained in the field with our memories until the last strand of light elded away into the sparkling night. And with the moons glow, we were reminded of the day the sun rose for us.

Love, Christine Brooks
Senior Superlatives

Class Clown
Jenn Goulston and Jared Wolfe

Worst Driver
Brendan Craig and Lauren Sheppard

Loudest
Phyllis Tuit and Geof Smith
Mr. and Ms. EBHS
Chris Barton and Kristin Morrissey

Best Personality
Chris Barton and Abby Haines

Strangest Laugh
Kim D’Angelo and Paul Folloni
Best Eyes
Haley Wile and Ryan Gilbertson

Most Changed
Andrea Wedge and Jack Hanratty

Most Unique
Christine Brooks and Billy Rich
Most Accident Prone
Leanne LeBlanc and Matt Mauger

Shyest
Peter Judge and Samantha Robertson

Best Dressed
Sean Benner and Brianna Bodio
Most Attractive
Haley Wile and Dan Bombardier

Best Hair
Tom Deyesso and Amanda Johnson

Best Smile
Jim Gambee and Meghan Damiano
Best All Around
Richard McLaughlin and Abby Haines

Most Likely To Become Famous
Greg Hill and Phyllis Tuitt

Friendliest
Josh Wright and Kristi Bachman
Most Likely To Take Over The World

Samantha Robertson and John Rossman

Most Musical

Ryan Coyne and Abby Haines
Most Outgoing
Geoff Smith and Kristi Bachman

Most Artistic
Christine Brooks and Nate Milauskas

Most Athletic
Ashleigh Moore and Chris Barton
To the class of 2002,
Living in a small town most of us have been through twelve full years of school together. We watched each other grow from carefree five-year-olds to young adults now facing the real world. We can not be sure of what life has in store for us in the future, but I know this class will succeed. Together we have faced the trials and tribulations that come with growing up and have risen above them. We have formed lasting friendships with our classmates that have helped to make us who we are. As we continue on to the next step in our lives, we will be leaving everything we have known for the past twelve years. Although it is saddening to leave this school behind, we will always have our memories. Memories that will bring smiles to our faces as we make new ones throughout our lives. As we approach graduation, I propose this challenge to you all; wherever you go and whatever you do, make the most of it and live your life to the fullest. You all have amazing gifts and talents that will serve you well wherever your life leads you. This letter serves not only as a goodbye but also as a thank you. I would like to thank you all for the memories we have made and the good times we have shared. East Bridgewater High School would not have been the same without you. Follow your dreams 2003, and never let anyone tell you that you cannot achieve your goals. I wish you the best of luck in everything you do and never forget the senior class of 2003.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Horan
Seniors

Ari Wile, Nick Williams, Rebecca Horan, Kristen Morrisey


Advisors: Denise Robertson and Rita Crowell
JILLIAN MALLORY ALMON
“Jill”

“Everything is okay in the end, if it’s not okay then it’s not the end.”

ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey 1, 2, 3, 4; Basketball 1; Track 1;
Executive Committee 1, 2, 3, 4; Future Nurses 4; National Honor Society 3, 4

FUTURE PLANS: To follow whatever path life takes me through.

MEMORIES:
Best times of my life w/my girls KB, JA, JB, KS, KB, MD, and AJ. SDing at the crash. DMB Concerts. Party at Jamie’s! Oring w/ JA, KB, and MD. Summer of ’98 w/KS. Junior & Senior prom ’02. Salisbury summer of 2002, CA w/ AJ, Field Hockey bus rides! I love my FH girls. “Party Bus!” FL. Trips w/KB (BFF143). Good times w/DH I love you. Dances at MD’s. Times in KB’s car. IceSk at MD’s. Devil’s Cliff. Thank You friends and family, mom, dad, Kris, Kenny, Dave & the Brooks, I love you guys.

MATTHEW CHAVES AMARAL
“Smart” “Matty” “Pimp”

“Wanna hump?”

MEMORIES: Havin parties, wakin up naked, 4 wheelin, flirtin w/ girls. What up to my EBB mafia Wambo Reema Nappy Chicken Queef SN Jacky I talk fast and pimp slow the rest is a blur RIP R.O.

JAMIE LEE AMBACH
“Jame”

“It’s good to have an end to journey toward, but it’s the journey that matters in the end.”

ACTIVITIES: FH 1-3, Capt., Softball 1-4, Cheerleading 1; Reach Out 1-2; Executive 4; Yearbook 4.

FUTURE PLANS: To go to college and live life to the fullest!

MEMORIES:
Sad’nAtTheCrash; Salisbury Goin Clubbin. DMB’01. Bush’02.ajkb.
Late NightWendy’s/RockasAtTheBrassil’s Studie Periods 3-4. Shout Outs To CPJP DP DB KB AM NW LB SD (JAP) GL MK MO BD CB CF SB RM DL TW TD JW TS MR CS. Sorry2hose Hgot. WorkinAtDund’s W/KS KB AJ JA. Thank U Mr. Santos4Pushin Me.
Miss U Nana Awhooo! Let The Good Times Roll-KB.

MEGAN AMY ATHERTON
“Mega”

“Don’t cry because it’s over. Smile because it happened.”

FUTURE PLANS: To go to the Police Academy and become successful and happily married to the man of my dreams.

MEMORIES: the princesses-KR, JL, JD, AG, ER- miss you guys! Friday nights @ the Braintree mall w/JL, KR. Skittles and starburst jellybeans. Ryan and Afe, “what are you doing?”- JD Dominos w/KO, AN-walky talkies- Plymouth w/ KO, AN, MR-The Enrique boys in Plymouth w/ Ash-Bickfords, hey Jules “are ya nerous?” mac and cheese club w/Bri-“build me up buttercup baby!”, “nice shoes”, “nice eyes!” Love to my parents, my grandma, ad Corey.
KRISTY LYNN BACKMAN

“Smiling is more than an expression, at times its just what someone needs for their life to turn around.”

ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading 2; Field Hockey 3; Softball 2, 3; Student Senate 4, Future Nurses Club 2, 3, 4; Tech Prep 3

FUTURE PLANS: Go to college, make money, marry a chubby husband who loves me, have kids, and to always love my life as an adventure.

MEMORIES: Chillin’ w/ my girls JAAJKSKRKBJAMDJJB Shoutouts to AB GL DB NM CP CP MK SP PT SF AV TR JW CD KM AM DB MK AG NC SK MB SB MD MO WM MB DB KK SB RM JS MK CS JW MM sorry 4 The People I’ve gotten Parti-cisat CP SB DL LB BH omery to The Amy House Bridgewater Times In My Car Random Trips Prom 2002 The Mustang Twistyrose DLDW special Times w/ SJ’s boxingw /WDLAMKGLJ Baby Cuzwina Thug KB scriew TRNM KM Florida 2002 Girls Insights SBRSTD’s Beachhouse Bridge Jumping w/ JAJWDL beat Summa Eve 2002 The Crash Clubbing in Providence JAJP Good Times w/ BDSnowboarding w/ AV Breakin’ Down w/ The Highway w/ jakr where’s The Mall Are We At Onset Beach ABKRJ The 99 Go To NY /VM w/ fam And SB This Early In The Morning Bike rides b Bustrips Puffflight Lea ALPT KeCN Mis Your Mom Makin’ Ne More Meatballs RFP Ryan Concerts w/ MDJBSBAJ驱ving To York w/ mom Fishing w/ Dad Times Neva Forgotten With My BigBro Shelly I Love Yall Electro DaN Thank You Ma Dad And Matt For The Supportment Advice Laughs And Memories Throughout The Years “Let The Good Times Roll” JA.

JASON BALDECK

“Jay”

“All I wanna do is go the distance.” -Rocky Balboa

ACTIVITIES: Freshman football, freshman basketball, 4 years of baseball, 3 years started on varsity, senior captain.

FUTURE PLANS: Baseball, no matter what type of league it is. Have a family and have a successful career at whatever I do.

MEMORIES: Playing baseball everyday after school with PM, JP, SP, CL, JB Making it to the tournament in baseball 1st varsity game Hangin out with ML and all my friends.

WILLIAM CHRISTOPHER BARTON

“Chris” “Barty”

“Courage is daring to take that first step, or a different path. It is the decision to place your dreams above your fears.”

“I ain’t a hick, I’m justa’ northern’ that talks funny.”

ACTIVITIES: Key Club 1-4; Exec. 1-4; NHS 3-4; Student Senate 3-4; Soccer 1-4; Cptn 3-4; Basketball 1-4; Cptn 3-4; Basketball 1-2; Track 3-4

MEMORIES: Painting ball “Redneck” w/ CB, SB, BD, GL, RG, JG, JF. Sick -311- half days w/ CB, RG, JG, GH, JR, JG, JA, DA, GL, DB, SB, JY, BB, Bathroom stories, Challenge March w/ CB, RG, JG, GH. “Cinderella” BO Mall trips w/ CB, RG, JG, Bond & Mario Kart w/ CB, RG, JG, GH. Dazed & Confused (a name for everyone). “I went on a picnic and this is what I brought, Rumpleslitskin.” “AJ, CB, RG, JG, GH. BS ou owe me 75$, lil’ black books learn from the best, BS, AM, BBall w/ JG, BS, AM. “She wenta’ ski’n AAU Florida.” “Worst night to go to the movies w/ JG. Dancin’ with JR. Feb vaca 2000. Painting w/ BS. Summa nights. Jumpin of 60’ cliffs w/ JG, BS, W. Hackin’ w/ everyone. Foorball tourneys Missouri trip w/ JG. less, 143. Mom, Dad, Michelle lu’ ya’il Check ya’ on the flip side.

LARA DANIELLE BATTI

“La”

“I always knew I would look back on the times I cried and laugh, but I never knew I would look back on the times I laughed and cry.”

ACTIVITIES: Cross Country- 1, 2, 3, Capt. 4; Student Senate- 2, 3, 4; National Honor Society- 4; AFS- 1, 2, 3, 4.

FUTURE PLANS: Go to college, get married, and have kids.

MEMORIES: Times with KD, KM, BB, LR, AH, HR, KK, and CL. Bri, you will always be my Babes! Chillin’ w/ Abby. Tent times summer ‘02. Kimmy D it has been an awesome 12 years. Thanks for always being there Kimba, Lea, we’ve been through everything together, I love ya. Karaoke with the girls. Bill you are my best friend, I love you. Thanks Mom, Dad, Andrea, and Steve, Love you guys!!
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SEAN THOMAS BENNER
“The Bod”
“Only the strong survive.”

ACTIVITIES: Football 1,4; Track 1,3,4; Weightlifting 1,2,3,4
FUTURE PLANS: Be successful and live a long, happy life.

CARL BERENS

CHRISTOPHER LOUIS BERRETTA
“Retta”
“You’ve got to trust your instincts, and let go of regret.” -Hex

ACTIVITIES: Hockey 1,2,3 Capt. 4; Track 3,4; Hack team 3, Capt. 4
FUTURE PLANS: To be successful, live healthy and be happy.

JESSICA M. BISHOP
“Bish”
“yesterday is already a dream and tomorrow is only a vision.”

ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey 1-4; Winter Track 1-3; Chorus 1,2.
BRIANNA LEE BODIO

"Bri"

"Everything happens for a reason"

FUTURE PLANS: To be happy no matter what I do
MEMORIES: Hanging out with the girls-Muffkateers forever, you girls are the best! Cait- long talks and trips to 7/11, LD squirt gun fights and dures, I couldn’t have done it without you two, I love you! La- beach babes forever! MM- pimp juice, TJ- you’re my SHTL! NR- long talks and good advice, Secret Klan w/ Bethy- we are Donnie and Marie! Half days with CB, Being crazy with the Marylous girls. I love you! Good times with: MD, KD, DB, ER, KB, LR, SK, BC, KL, LW, MB, MT, KM, JW, KV, MM, NM. Last but not least, my family. Thanks for your continuous support and for always making me smile- Momo, Dad, Steph, and Jules, I love you all so much! XOXO Bri 🌹

DANIEL JOHN BOMBARDIER

"Bomba"

"If you don’t stand for anything, you’ll fall for everything."

ACTIVITIES: Football 1, 2, 3, captain 4; Winter Track 2, 3, captain 4; Spring Track 1, 2, 3, 4; basketball 1; National Honor Society 3, 4
FUTURE PLANS: Going to college for now.

MERRY KATE BOSWORTH

“MOMO” “Peewee” “Merrymufflin” “Q” “Merriagui” “Skittles” “China” “Chica”

“Never say never and don’t wait forever. It’s an open mind that sees that now is the time to take a chance, to take a shot, so free it up and give it everything you’ve got.”-Anonymous

ACTIVITIES: Future Nurses Club 1, 2; Rhythmix 2, 3 Future Plans: Go to college, work for the FBI as a crime scene investigator, get married, be a mom, and live a happy and fulfilling life.
MEMORIES: “The great one”- Thanx for the guidance. Mom and Dad-thanks for all your support. Maggie pies-you’re my b/fan’big “LIL” sis. Shawn-u r a cool kid. Sean-freak!jk/k, K.C.&T=AWW. Jennifur-thax for everything—many laughs-street cones, tarzan!- Love all the gino’s crew especially shmeegan-good friends till the end...EP, MW, RJ- BFA—Te Quiero PT—e ya-in the movies-I’m a tree. AV-we have the same laugh,biccup,hv ya girl it, DM&him-oh gurl!!! SING, SF-it’s elmo, TD-totally sexified, JC—e ya on stage. SA—b/IU/1-4-3, JET, BAR, CS, MT-summa times! KC,RF, NB, and all those I can’t fit-I love you all so much! Each of you hold a place. Pray for peace, Spread love, and live happy xoxo Hasta Luego!

NOELLE LISSEtte BOUDREAU

“Welly”

“Life is ours we live it our way.”-Metallica

ACTIVITIES: Chorus 1, 2, 3, 4; Drama 2, 3, 4; Wintergaud 2, 3; Colorgaud 3, 4, capt. 4; Tomorrow Teachers 3, 4
FUTURE PLANS: To become successful in the music industry and raise a family of my own.
MEMORIES: Back in the day with DT & JH; Tai, Kevin’s cell; Going to the Beach with ER in the Turkey mobile; RC march 2001 what else could have gone wrong?: My first love JB, No regrets; marching band with RC, PF, ER, EB, RE, DL, DF, AB, CM, NH. —*Platinum 2001*—; 8 mile with shady too; SF-L NS Baby!; DC thanks for making me breakfast; To my best friend Erika we are sawsme, you know!: my best friends ER, EB, DF, RC, DK, MB, AV, KT, SD, DC, AB and Lennie thanks for everything you taught me so much; Mom, Dad, and Chris I wouldn’t be where I am today if it weren’t for you. Thanks for everything I Love You!
ROBERT FRANCIS BRACK
“Brack Attack”
“Weatherman, the only job you get paid for, for being wrong 50% of the time.”

FUTURE PLANS: Go to college to be a weatherman.
MEMORIES: Spending time with my friends and all the crazy things we did together. Doing nothing at work is always good.

SHAYNA COLLETTE BRALEY
“Shay”
“If you can count on one hand the number of friends you have, you’ve had a good life.”—Unknown

ACTIVITIES: Key Club 2; Chorus 2-3.
Future Plans: Go to college, travel, get married, and have two kids.
MEMORIES: Chorus with JB, DB, IM, TD, HH, AU, ER, KR, Hanging with MC, TD, LP, DL, BD, MA, LD, BS, AP, NP, BM, PB, SC, JD, and RM. Whipped cream, too suga high, spray paint cans. NH w/ TD, headless shakin monkey, sleepover w/ TD, white lie, 2 many bf’s, River Rave ‘01, J + E w/ BS, WHH w/ SP + TD, mall scene, “Cry Baby,” rainy football game, running in the dark, spring concert ’02, Homecoming ’00, S.S., English, 2-wheels, stalker, 4th of July, Lock-In, hiding, skipping, singing @ lunch, and songs.

DENIELLE MARIE BRASILL
“Denny”
“Yea U Know”

ACTIVITIES: Softball 2-4, Executive 1-4, Tomorrow’s Teachers 4
FUTURE PLANS: Live life to the fullest.
MEMORIES: K.B. How’s your Italian sausage? The dances w/ 3-G’s (KM+HW), Random Nights w/ R.A.S. (TJ+KN), Prom ’02, Homecoming ’02 w/ TJ + KM, KT Brasill-Twins 4-eva! Christmas Vac. ’01 w/ TJ. How about those random parties? To all my Fake Friends, Love ya! NF, thanks for everything and all the good times. 4th of July w/ NF love ya hun. JG awesome times! Mall trip w/ the girls. Too many good memories to write about. Mom, Dad, Ryan, KT, I love you guys. Thanks!

MICHAEL JOSEPH BRIGHAM
“Doots”
“Procrastination”

ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1-4, Winter Track 2-4, Spring Track 2-4
FUTURE PLANS: Become a pediatrician, get married, have four kids, two dogs, two jet skis, one big house, tons of vacations to Florida, and to find a cure for AIDS.
MEMORIES: Great times with friends whether during sports or not. Being part of the best soccer team in EB history, and the Track dynasty. Lots of fun at prom and after at Brasill’s. Nikki 1-13-02. Thanks to all of the people who were there for me from thick and thin.
CHRISTINE BROOKS

“Saying goodbye is easy. It's knowing what we have to leave behind that's tough.”

ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey 1-4, Basketball 1, and Softball 2,3,4 Executive 2,3,4 Future Nurses Club 4


MATTHEW THOMAS BROWN

“Brownie”

“Everyone's a critic, even on your best day someone's got something bad to say.”

ACTIVITIES: Football 1-4, Baseball 1-2

FUTURE PLANS: Become a firefighter, get married and start my own life and family.


KEVIN THOMAS CARRIGAN

“Destiny is not a matter of chance, it is a matter of choice; it is not a thing to be waited for it is a thing to be achieved.”

ACTIVITIES: Football 1; Key Club 1,2; Spring Track 2,3; Winter Track 3; Reach Out Program 1.

FUTURE PLANS: Obtain a Masters Degree in Criminal Justice, become a Massachusetts State Trooper, and have a happy, healthy family.

MEMORIES: Good times with JW, JO, DD, MO, KC, JS, JJ, DG, JW, TK, AF and everyone else. We all know that senior year was the best of times. Good luck to everyone. Mom and Dad, thanks for everything, and to Josh, be good and follow your dreams.
KRISTINA MARIE CARRIGAN
“Bob, Mr. T”
“You never know what you have or how much you love it until it’s gone.”

FUTURE PLANS: Work hard to make a difference in someone’s life, but at the same time work hard at my own.

MEMORIES: To the “Old Crew” Don’t forget the good times, bad times, or each other. The years spent together made us who we are. Don’t ever forget that. I love you, Michael, I can’t believe we’ve been together for 5 years. No one will ever understand me the way you do. I love you for that. Thanks for everything. Daddy, I wish you were here to see all that I had to accomplish without you. I love you. I hope you and Bobby are watch over me always. Good Luck Bruce! Mom, thanks for all the good times and everything you’ve done for me. I love you.

JAIME CEPERO III
“Jam, Ceppy, JC, James”
“This face belongs on the TIZZUBE!“ -Martin Lawrence

ACTIVITIES: Chorus 1-4, Drama Club 1-4, Rhythmix 1-4, Marching Band 3

FUTURE PLANS: Go to New York and get a record deal, make a few movies, star in a few.

MEMORIES: Good times in study wit my girl Tai, Welly and Christine! Joyboy and Orl10z we’re like peanut butter and jelly, and Oyceh OSingini with that crazy Phyliss (Act it up girl, see ya on the big screen!) Stoopini after school with Coley and Staceface, playini that nasty piano! Hey Tom(O’nothing like a good CHORUS SHOWER!) Sonya-lim gonna be a sound machine! Robbie-look you’re in here! My crazy caps friends!-Katzieko, Stephy G., TiffZ, Jelz, LinzeY8, Kayjoy, Clarebear, Mandakenn, Joey L, my rival JohnS, Glawg Killah, Sup Dookie, and MandaH(I keep on fallin’.) Great times hangin with the dollar crew at Macis on DM2! SamR, AimieW, Ashley-my Cheezit girl, Lottsai fun with MB, MT, AV, ER, AB, MM, SP, JB, CK, RD, BO, ML, KU, KO, RC, MD, TL, JC, MC, TD, RE, and anyone I forgot! Ill miss you guys!

TAICHA JANNEY CHARLES
“Heavy is the head that wears the crown.”- Otis Williams

ACTIVITIES: Basketball 2,3,4; Softball 3,4.

FUTURE PLANS: Be names one of the GREATS! Chill in my big Malibu house with three big “tymer” cars. Reminiscing w/my sweetheart and one or two lil’ me.

MEMORIES: CM, MC, Conj (gotta luv them ghetto boo-tay), Miller, Red (I can take you), Swen (we almost died), my BOYS, Donnie (waddup slim!!!), DM (it’s a black thing), Ness, Crum cake. 4” period study wit’ CB, JC, NB (real world updates). Best Times with Ashleigh (It’s our turn now, Stockton), Summer League Ball—those were pissers especially wit’“Kareem Abdul Jabbar”!! Cruising in Brockton sth stuggin’!!! Softball 2002 (Ms-mie, you wish you could have my baby!!) Times here were well spent...(So many memories, too little space.) I’m going to miss those who are going to miss me. Shout out to my haters: “If I were you, I’d hate me too.” Good Luck, Christian, Val, Josh, and Nissa. I love you. To my Mom, Auntie, Uncle, and Mr. S. —thanks for all your help. Who ever else I forgot, I’m only SERRIOUS!

MICHELE LEIGH CHARTIER
“Camera Chick”, “Chard”
“I’d rather be anything but ordinary” - Avril Lavigne

ACTIVITIES: Key Club 1-3; Art Club 1-3; Winter Guard 3.

FUTURE PLANS: Hopefully be a web designer working in a forensics lab. I hope to marry and have 3 kids-2 boys n 1 girl. Also, I hope to have finished and published at least one book.

MEMORIES: Homecoming and Pep Rallies—my ONLY school spirit. It must be a jock/prep thing. lib w/VI & SP, Times w/ TD, SC, VL, SF, TE, BC, DK, MC, BS. Vic thanx for being such a great friend! Esp during the worst of times. 11/13/02 afta school in the lobby. Thanx 2 all my fam n friends 4 helping me get through these past four years and making them halfway decent. Tyrus! Good Luck 2 fellow seniors for their future endeavors! C-ya!
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JASON “BATISTA” CHAVES

“Chicken”

“Through every dark night, there’s a brighter day, so no matter how hard it gets, put your chest out, keep your head up, and handle it.”

MEMORIES: Chillin’ w/ all my friends in and out of school. “Friday Night Crew!!” Fishing every day Sunday w/ RP, JB. Hanging at the “SHED” w/ JK, MP, CM, RUBEN!! Leave them cat’s alone Post. “The Moon Will Shine Tonight.” Playing darts at Ryan’s Dads house. Let’s sell some CD’s Jack. Portuguese Mafia is coming for ya “WAMBO.” Jacks attic, ‘Them good ol’ boys were driving Badarke ‘n’ Moonshine” Singing, “This’ll be the day that I die.” “Puking Rally.” CKY2K Freestyle” I’ll always remember that Ryan. I love you EVERYONE! Thanks for everything.

R.I.P. Ryan Orcutt and Jose Braga

CAITLIN ELIZABETH CLIFFORD

“Cait”

“A positive attitude will not solve all your problems, but it will annoy enough people to make it worth the effort.”

FUTURE PLANS: To do all the things I said I’d do, and have no regrets.

MEMORIES: Muffkateers-So many great times. Bri- Heart to heart talks on long car rides, 10 for 5, Swiss Miss, You’ve always been there, Love you! LD- It’s been a crazy 4 years-thanks for being my best friend, Thomas J. Montreal + Cape-best times ever. Love ya. Erica-Always random, but ALWAYS great! BDR, missions, Good luck in NY, Love you. L-Shepp-We made it thru, and we’re still friends. Go home! Love ya. Kristina-Good luck in school. Cara-Hey girl!! GL in HS. Mom + Dad- I can’t believe you put up w/ me. All my family+friends-Thank you for everything.

MARK FREDERICK CLIMO

“Climax”

“You are what you are.” -Bobby Knight

ACTIVITIES: Basketball 1,2,3,4 Baseball 2,4 Football 1 Hack Team 3. Capt. 4

FUTURE PLANS: Make money, and live happy


ALLISON MARIE COBB

“All”

“You’ve got to bet on yourself now star, cause that’s your best bet.”

ACTIVITIES: XC 1-3, capt 4; Track 1-4, Executive 1-4, Key Club 1-4

MEMORIES: Growing up with EM, LS, CC; Best of Times w/ EM, MP, SF, LL, BH. Summer ’02, lipgloss/flipflops?, dinners, H!T ME!! 6th grade, ‘cough’, “anything you want till 10!!” D(3), WPE-gl girls! Haha. 75? See you guys then! “Hey Rob...Angela?”; John Mayer w/ MP, EM, LL. Kiss Concer w/ SF, EM, MP. “ALLYRAH” *SLEAMB 143223* EM-there through it all. Thx! DPs 02* w/ Horan and Wile, the night before; Prom w/ TM; EMTKLPPPSSMP; Good times in NH; EBXC!! Sr year w/ MP LB AW KD + LS; Football games w/ ‘everyone’, “Football outfits” w/ LL; w&g &ac; online talks....(a) 2); *Powder Puff Game*; UMASS weekends @ AXO...FSB-soon, haha! FAKE; kel- thanks for all the fun Xs...love u. Mum and Dad, thanks for all your support, love you!! Family & Friends- thanks for everything. "..."
CATHERINE MARY CONNOLLY
"Con-J""Con""Connolly"
"The greatest thing you'll ever learn, is just to love and be loved in return."

ACTIVITIES: Softball 1,2,3,4 Basketball 1,2,3,4
FUTURE PLANS: Go to college, get married, have kids, and horses, and have a happy life w/ my husband and kids
MEMORIES: Ppuff Fball game! Hang’n w/ Phyllis Tuit, MB, HW, SF, CS, AG, RH, AW, MILL, NW, CC, NH, TR, AV, LR, BB, TC, AM, DL, CL and all my other friends at Ebhs. Papa Gino’s w/ the softball team, the boat ride to MV. Work’n w/ NW and mill over the summer (Mock-ing-bord) Class of 2003. JR prom w/ DB TR MB NM AL DB. V.Sball w/ Mr. Dunphy!! Gym class w/ Cararra and COACH!
HOBBIES: Riding my horses, rollerblading, playing sports, listen to the radio, going to the movies, talking on the phone and I <3 u Adam.

RYAN BENJAMIN COOTS
"Ry""Cootsie"
"The truth. It is a beautiful and terrible thing, ad should therefore be treated with great caution." - A.D.

ACTIVITIES: History Club 2,3,4 Cross Country 3,4 Winter Track 3 Spring Track 3
FUTURE PLANS: First off, to go to and complete College, second, travel around the world and eventually settle down
MEMORIES: Good teams with SC, MB, PJ, CS, CMS, MB, MG, Team XC and everyone else. Winter Track….CLAIRE!! Acc. With DC, AG, and RP—that was awesome. "What’s a Bon-Bon?" "Hmmmp" "Cough" The Fossil. "Hmmmmm", "What’s a Mole??" McDonalds after XC Practice-haha. Finally getting my license. Dressing up as HP on Halloween. Recent good times with SC and MB. Next year’s going to be a blast!! Homecoming 2000 and Prom 2001. I just want to thank my couches, teachers, and friends for all their help and support, and I will never forget you. Thanks Mum, Pup, Ben, Jay, and Annie for love and support.

RYAN JAMES COYNE
Coyne
"Learn from yesterday, live for today, and hope for tomorrow. The important thing is not to stop questioning." - Albert Einstein

ACTIVITIES: Concert Band 1-4, Marching Band!-4, Jazz Band 1-4, Jazz Combo 3, Concert Choir 2-4, Rythmix 4, NHS3-4, Student Senate 3-4, Executive Committee 2-4, Winter Track 1, Spring Track 1-2, Drama Sound Crew 2-4,
FUTURE PLANS: to work hard in college, find meaningful work and try to live life to the fullest
BRENDAN CRAIG

BRIAN MICHAEL CURLEY
“Lobes”, “Curls”, “BC”
“No masterpiece was ever created from a lazy artist” — Salvador Dali

ACTIVITIES: Ice Hockey 1,2,3,4; Golf 1,2,3, captain 4; NHS 11,12; Tech SS 11.
FUTURE PLANS: Be successful in the art world.
MEMORIES: Hockey G-Unit. Pasta fests, before games just hanging out. “you kidding me?” times with JC, JT, MK, CB, all Abington kids, and anyone else who was there. KD, it hasn’t been that long, but you’re the best times with KD, JT, JD, LH, MK, tons of movies…other stuff too. 311 - Lupos, OCB. Best summer in FL with everyone who will never read this…Thanks to Mom, Dad, L-A, Ms. Barnes, and everyone else, love ya.

MARK PETER CZOLPINSKI
“The greatest risk in life is not taking one.”

ACTIVITIES: Executive Committee 1,2,3,4; Student Senate 4; Key Club 3,4; Tech Club 2,3; NHS 3,4.
FUTURE PLANS: Graduate from college, get a job, and be happy.
MEMORIES: Hangin w/TL, PF, DK, PJ; Goin to Six Flags, Canobe; Fun times in Calculus. Working at RB w/ SW, and NP; Traveling during the summer; Lock-In; Visits to Boston; Thanks Mom, Dad, and Adam for everything!

STEVEN D’AGOSTINO
“STD”

“Deep into the darkness peering, long I stood there wondering, fearing, doubting, dreaming dreams no mortal ever dared to dream before.” — Edgar Allen Poe

ACTIVITIES: A few
FUTURE PLANS: Accomplish my goals
MEMORIES: I appreciate all the love, help, and friendship I’ve get these past four years. Thank you.
TAMMY ROSE D'ANTUONO
“Tam”, “Tamster”
“Hold on to sixteen as long as you can, change come around real soon, make us women and men.” -John Mellencamp
ACTIVITIES: Tech-prep Academy 11.12; Tech-Prep leadership program 11, 12
FUTURE PLANS: Go to college, travel to different places and get married
MEMORIES: Hanging out with LP, SB, AG, MC, VL, BD, LD, JG, DT, SN. Spray Paint, Driving, Sleepover, N.H., 121301 started going out with R.C.C.E, ’02 12 grade still with R.C.C.E, white lie, lost, concerts, The Mall Scene. Cry baby, ymca, rainy football game, running around in the dark, SS Class, English Class, fourth of July, lock-n, fun night, songs

MEGHAN CECILLE DAMIANO
“Meg”
“I can sum up everything I’ve learned in life with 3 words...It Goes On.”
ACTIVITIES: BB Clearleading 1, Track 2, Softball 3, Field Hockey 1-4, Capt. 4, Sup Tourney!
MEMORIES: KB(2)MA(2)KS AJ JB KR wut can I say I luv u ladies! Nicole May. Denny. all the rest of my girls keep it real. Bri my profriend. Gorman cuzins I luv yas. FH busrides best times ever ill neva forget you girls. Powderpuff, Salisbury 2002, clubbin, simpletons, oring. summa98Jame. Prom ’02 w/ tayl. thx. Rockland boys thx for all the fun times, baseball moms thx. DH2 many mems, RIP Ryan, O’Rourke studies(WoW), flowing AOL. Paul thx for being there, I love you. Theresa I am wut I am be of you. Mr Santos thx for pushing me. Mom, youre my bf thx 4 being so understanding. Daddo(John) thx for putting up with my antics(and my frenz too) Jame, Jess, Nick, Cara learn from my mistakes/good luck and I love yas...Peace.

JOSH DAVIS
“Nappy”
“Don’t let your mind wander. It’s too small to be out by itself.”
ACTIVITIES: Football 1,2
FUTURE PLANS: Go to college, be happy, and be successful.
MEMORIES: Chillin with DS, BC, MA, MM, BT, JM, and Ryan O. Forever rest in peace friend; Holding down the bridge, on the couch MA DS; shouts SN, JC, JD; where the breakfast club at? MM, SP, KM, TD. Poking smot; Maine, 4/20/02; Backyard football; Creative games; concerts with RA, SR, DS, CH; coop nights; B’s escort; Ballin wit the crew, 21, 3E we def. Walked a thousand miles (bes times of my life) Thanks to my senior class, I’ll miss you all. Live life to the fullest’—NAP.

KIMBERLY PAIGE DEANGELO
“Kimmy D”
“Life moves pretty fast. If you don’t stop and look around once in a while, you could miss it.”
ACTIVITIES: Tennis 1, Cross-country 2,3, Key Club 1,2,3 VP, 4 Pres, Executive 1,2,3,4, French Club 3, Student Senate3, 4.
MEMORIES: LB it’s been an awesome 12 yrs. Usher concert w/KM. Funway w/KF, AH, and CC. Ohman Lemon uh?? KFKD2002. KM and JS come and get it heels. MANGO, makin’ ice creams. Clubbin’w/KF and CC. Thanks mom, dad, Nicole, and Pamela. Love ya!
DANIEL GEORGE DECHRISTOPHER
“DJ”
“A man is a success if he gets up in the morning and gets to bed at night, and in between he does what he wants.” - Bob Dylan

ACTIVITIES: Track 1,2,4; Key Club 1-4
FUTURE PLANS: College. Live life to the fullest!!
MEMORIES: Hangin with RD, JM, JO, KC, and JW. The BFD with RM and Matty. Ozzfest 2002 with DAD, CW and ML. Tattoos at JO s. MAC s for lunch with Ry. 4th of July 2002, what a blast!!! Workin on the Big Grey Monster with Craig. Ryan thanx for being a good friend. Lauren you’re the best!!! Thanx to my family for everything. Adios.

MATTHEW DELANEY
“Matty D”

“Be careful who you trust”

ACTIVITIES: Basketball 1️⃣
FUTURE PLANS: Get with Asia, have 2 kids, open a business “James & Matty D Co.”

THOMAS DEYESO
“Squakakek!!!”

ACTIVITIES: Chorus 3-4, Rhythmix 4
FUTURE PLANS: Become a music teacher or keep on playing with my band ReBIRTH.
MEMORIES: Great hand massages from Nicole and Delilah. Jaime, don’t ever stop huggin brother. Robby, I loved singing with you and making fun of you. Thanks for all the rides Christine. Chris F., playing music with you is one of the most elating things I’ve ever done. Jen, we’ll find Junesavo, just you wait.

JENNIFER LYN DINEEN

“When you finally find love, hang on to it, because you may never find it again.”
FUTURE PLANS: To live a long happy life.
MEMORIES: Florida with Smashley.
“I like your Mom.” Papas4Life. Yellin @ Bridgewater Campus. BR Prom. “What are you doing?” A.N., M.B., (MOMO), M.M., R.J., Bubba. 3/19/02. Ev, I’ll always love you. To everyone who has helped me get to where I am, where I’m going, and where I’ll be, thank you. Uncle Paul and Aunt Roberta, I love you. Mom, Dad, Dan, thank you. Jon, you’ll succeed in life with whatever you do, and I’ll always be proud of you. Ju, Jac, Dan jr.,’ Good Luck. To everyone, good luck it’s just the beginning.
LAUREN DONOVAN  
“L.D.”  
“So make the best of this test and don’t ask why. It’s not a question but a lesson learned in time. It’s something unpredictable, but in the end it’s right, I hope you had the time of your life.” -Green Day  
Memories: Times with the Muffkateers Cait and Bri, Dances, Sleepovers, Cape/Beach Day. EAB Hockey. “This must have happened in Crossroads at least once. Jr. Prom with MT MB GH.”Hawaiian Party Summer” AVH, FATA shows & times with Jon, Barrie, Taylor, & Sean. Dunks Crew AH DM JB JS & fun with CL BO EH BC. Love and thanks to Mom, Dad, Chris, and The Lace.

RYAN WALTER DOOLIN  
“Doolin”  
ACTIVITIES: Marching Band 1-4; Concert Band 1-4; Concert Choir 1-4; Key Club 1, 4.  
FUTURE PLANS: College  
MEMORIES: Cat thanks for everything you mean a lot to me, josh tattoo party at your house, great time, D.J. You’re a good friend, Great parties, Puddle of Mud concert with Chris blast, hangin in the band room, getting my butt kicked by F.O.N. great times in high school. Skipping class and goin to McDonalds w/ D.J. goin to the Creed concert w/Cat and her mom. Hangin out backstage during 6th w/ D.S. eating McDonalds and getting caught by Mr. Illsley. High school is great when you live it right.

BRETT ANTHONY DUNGAN  
“Bama”  
“ And whatever you do whether in word or deed, do it al in the name of the Lord.” -Colossians 3:17  
ACTIVITIES: Football 1-3 capt. 4, Spring Track 2-4, Weight Lifting 1-4.  
FUTURE PLANS: To play college football.  
MEMORIES: Spending my whole life on the field with the guys. Sleepovers at Wolfies with GL, Random cookouts, FO, 711, Climbing mountains in the Billy Goat. AYCE, PS2, hours in my driveway. Zim’s basement, far shows, Water balloons. TV’s are pretty fast. North end with the Mafia, Whistles, Whips, Chains, yo-yo’s, WATD studio with RM, DM, oh and have you met Jim Gambee? Other Great times with JW, GL, JG, DB, RM, CB, RG, CB, MZ, RY, MB, SL, MD, JT, SB, RC, BS, MK, CS, and so many more! Mom, Dad, Ryan, Dave, Chester and Muggsy. I love you guys. Thanks for everything.

CASSANDRA ANN DUSTIN  
“Chewy”  
“Looks like the end huh? Nah just the beginning.”  
MEMORIES: Thanks for everything mom and dad 143! Krystin and Thanx and good luck. Sean luv ya thanx 4 being there. Hey chuck we finally did it! It’s ova thanx 4 being such a great friend. Hey” “Bobby” thanks 4 all the help! JB, KW, “FBLB” LOL good luck girls! To the” “old crew”: good luck -R.E.O.- Thanx 4 everything I won’t 4get ya 143, RIP. Well we did it, good luck 2003!
JOSEPH LAWRENCE ELSMORE  
“Elmo”, “Elzmosis”, “Potter” 
“Life is a comedy for those who think, life is a tragedy for those who feel.”

ACTIVITIES: Basketball 1-4, Football 1  
FUTURE PLANS: Join the airforce, Go to the police academy, become a police officer and have a family.  
MEMORIES: Times spent with my friends JW, JS, AU, BB, JLI, RM, and JO. Playing big football games with JB, ML, and CW. Going 4-wheeling at 11:00 at night with JS, MZ, MO, KC, and getting stuck out there till 1:00 in the morning.

DAVID SCOTT ERICKSON  
“Dave”  
“If you drink, don’t drive. Don’t even putt.” – Dean Martin  
“You only get to live once. But if you’ve lived like I have, once is enough.” – Frank Sinatra  
ACTIVITIES: Chorus, Rhythmix, and whatever else I did were fun times.  
FUTURE PLANS: Live life to the fullest. To be successful by my standards, marry a girl I love, leave a positive imprint, grow, and be able to look forward to my bad days. To never let my memories overwhelm my dreams.  
MEMORIES: The Orlando trip will be awesome. Always ruled to chill with GH, NP, RG, JH, JW, and all the others I’ve forgotten. Too many damn fires behind my house; down Metzler road everyday freshman year; DMII; Concerts rocked. Peace out to all the 311 EB fans. Thank you Mom, Dad, Todd, Keith, and all my relatives, love you all.

CHRISTOPHER JOHN FETEROWSKI  
“If there were no reward to reap, no loving embrace to see me through this tedious path I’ve chosen here, I certainly would have walked away by now. And I still may.” – Maynard James Keenan  
MEMORIES: Living, loving, and laughing with CB, TD, JP, MW, CS, KL, CH, AG, CC, DS, JC, JP and anyone else I failed to mention. “The Park” movie productions. The umbrella fiasco at the beach. All three Tool shows. From autumn to Ashes and Thursday. Rebirth. “Tom, did you fall in a bush?” Whoo, whoa, so we’re going to have to practice our songs to play the show?” The 99. Watching sunsets with CB, Nantasket. Bickfords and the crew. New Years Eve in Boston with CG and CC. “Did that guy have a kid in his jacket?” Driving to Randolph and jst going strait to get home. Getting lost everywhere, but loving it all the same. New Hampshire, and snowmobiling. “No don’t worry I can drive it.” The “mix it up” show. Surffirth, and the chaos afterwards. AIB. The billion jobs I had and lost over y high school career. The Void jams. Thank you for everything Maw, Paw, Beth, and Mike. I’ll see you all on the other side. Love and Light. 
Christopher.

ADAM DAVID FINDLAY  
“Finster”  
“If it wasn’t for girls, I would have quit high school.”  
ACTIVITIES: My-Turn 1.2; Reach Out 1.2  
FUTURE PLANS: To go to college, get married and become a woodshop teacher.  
MEMORIES: Times spent with ML, KB, PD, JB, CW, MB, JH, JB, DD, SM, CC, and SF. Days spent wondering what we were gonna do with SF, SL, JL, CM, SP and KB. Ozzfest 2002, that’s get crazy, with JF, SL, SF, MA, AS, and KB. Thanks o all the teachers who really helped me like the Tech Ed teacher, Mr. Corrigan and Mr. Blute Love to my sis and my dad, thanks. Thank you Janine for always being there and knowing what to say. Everyone at the Pier thank you, and Peter thank you for the chance. And love to my mom for always knowing what to do. Thanks a lot to everyone, see ya later.
JOSEPH RALPH FIORINI

**ACTIVITIES:** football 1; Spring track 2; Winter track 2; Cross country 1; Tech prep ambassador 1

**FUTURE PLANS:** Go to college, become a state trooper, and be happy

**MEMORIES:** Running XC winning the state title, the Plymouth encounter, Chillin with friends at the mall, the gorilla suit, snow banks, the MattyD and Climo chase

SUMNER ROSE FLYNN

**ACTIVITIES:** Field Hockey 1-4; Winter/Spring Track 1-4; Key Club 1-4; Executive 1-4; NHS 3-4

**MEMORIES:** Times w/ the girls: LL EM AC MP BH SR JH DT KP JO SS AC TS KS. SLEAMB-75Y Opact, 6th grade.PIT. Outback-143224. Summa02 w/Crew-Livin in Whitman.51cokes.tentout.Center Ice. SN≤LM-fball games. SC2,good Xs. Bermuda w/ SR, JH-Honeybaby XoXo! DMB w/KS-Chester. Halloween w/FHteam-99 and bus rides, awesome season! JrProm Limo/Table Crew-luv u guys best eva! Homecomin02 and PowderPuff. Thanx Mum, Dad, Noel, Bill and Billy. Love ya!

PAUL MATTHEW FOLLONI

**“Balloni”**

“Life moves pretty fast if you do not stop to smell the roses.” — Ferris Bueller

**ACTIVITIES:** Music 1-4, Track: Winter & Spring 1-4, Soccer 3-4, NHS 3-4, History Club 1-3, Drama Sound 1-4

**FUTURE PLANS:** To own a truck, go to college and have a family.

STACEY MADEIRA FONTES
“Criola”
“Keep your head up!”
ACTIVITIES: Future Nurses Club 3,4; Kley Club 3; Dancing 1,2;
Powderpuff 4
FUTURE PLANS: My future plans huh? Well, let me tell you. First of all
I’m gonna prove all you guys, who never believed in me, wrong. I’m gonna
go to college, get married, and have some kids, you know I gotta have a
whole lot of “little me’s” around, watch out!
MEMORIES: Where should I start? Well chillin’ with PT, KB, MB, MV,
LM, and DM, was crazy fun. Summas with PT and sometimes DT were
buckwild, as long as the doors were locked and windows up huh Drina? If
its rainin’ and you see KD drivin’, move out the way! Gotta give a shout
out to my CV chicks and my outside school dogs, JM, JT, DT, PF, GS, JB,
JC, BD, ST, AF, KG, LG, CD, JD, and CL. Even though some of us had our
differences, we had some good times. Love you mom, dad, miguel, pedro,
melissa, michelle, eliana, stephanie, and ito! One love to all my nieces and
nephews. Everyone I left out, I still love ya! I’m out ‘03 babe babe!

BOBBY FREDERICKS

JAMES BARTIS GAMBEE
“Spam”
“I need some air!” - Wild Bore
ACTIVITIES: Football 1, 2, 3, Capt. 4; basketball 1, 2, 3, Capt.
4; track 3, 4
FUTURE PLANS: Making it through college, getting married,
and have all boys
MEMORIES: Time spent with friends, Rockboys, 311 concerts
with DB, CB, RG, JW, GH, Retta likes fire extinguishers, Celtics
ECF JW, DB, RM. Losing puck behind fence, EM and JR
getting JG and PC trapped. Thanks! Gibbs Volvo “Chutzpan”
DB, BS, MM. CB and JG bombing BS with rocks off that
castle. 54U going platinum NW, JH, MM, “Bus” Staying back
for EM, JBB. Thank you Mom, Dad, Will. Bo and friends”-
Love and will miss you all.

SHERRY LYNN GANNON
“Sha”, “Cherry”, “Cha”
“You never know what you have until it’s gone. Once
it’s gone, you can never get it back.”
MEMORIES: Thanks Mom, Dad, Ed, Jeff, and Kerri
for all the support. “I did it.” Ryan E Orcutt & Papa,
RIP I love you. I love you Steve, thanks for
everything. Memories with the “Crew”. All my old
friends, I still love you guys. GL, CB, KC, SC, CD,
ES, KS, JC, MO, MZ, RG, CW, AG, CF, DC, RO≤.
WILLIAM CHARLES GILBERT JR.  
“Will”  
“One must choose, in life, between making money and spending it. There’s no time to do both.” Eward Bourdet  
ACTIVITIES: Key Club 1,2,3, Football 1, Viking Voice 3,4  
FUTURE PLANS: Succeed at whatever I do best  
MEMORIES: Times spend with RM’s, JP, JW, JL, and anyone else I forgot.

RYAN GILBERTSON  
“Gilby”  
“If it’s understood it could be used for good.”  
“The fish who keeps on swimming is the first to chill upstream.”  
-311  
ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1,2,3,4; Indoor Track 1,3; Track 1,2,3,4; NHS  
FUTURE PLANS: Attending college  
MEMORIES: RB’s; CB, CB, JG good times; GH’s grandma’s; me and Maug’s summer proj.; behind Kathy’s; The Y; Barty’s Basement; snow days; random stuff; hackin; 711; Lupo’s.

ALICIA CATHERINE GIRARD  
“Lesh”“Midge”  
“Be who you are and say what you feel, because those who mind don’t matter and those who matter don’t mind.”  
-Dr. Seuss  
ACTIVITIES: National Honor Society  
FUTURE PLANS: To go to college to become an elementary school teacher.  
MEMORIES: Fun times spent w/ CH, KS, JC, CB, JS, CO, and RP, Hangin’ ot in Sai class w/PT (nostril), BB=), KC and KO. Luv you Cart for always bein’ there-Bl’s 4-eva! KS-alwayz rememb 3 hr. shopping sprees...per store! Bean-rememb the white stripes running across my yard? RP-How bout them blue pants? Hi!—P18 crew. Love you Mom, dad, Doug and Derek (+Hannah)—w/all my heart. Thanx for always being there and pushing me—hope I made you proud. Grandpa+Gram—I miss you but I know you’re with me.

JUSTIN GLUCK
JENNIFER GRACE GOULSTON

"Create the day, never stay the same, always change places, but keep favorite faces." -Me

ACTIVITIES: 1-2 Key Club; 2 Student Senate; 2 Reach-out; 3 Future Teachers; 4 Torch.

FUTURE PLANS: To grow old and live a happy life. Two years of college here then off to school in California. Maybe own an SSS shop, Do art, Music, and never put my pen down.


JOSEPH MICHAEL GOUTHRO

"Moses"

“There is a thin line between genius and insanity. Not only have I crossed that line, I'm off and running." -Me

ACTIVITIES: Drama 1-4 VP, History Club 2-4 VP, Geography Club 2-4, Anime Club 3

FUTURE PLANS: I plan to live forever...or die trying

MEMORIES: Hanging out with all my friends, ML, CW, PO, AF, JB and everyone else. Working the night board with DT. Gettysburg '01, taking over the world. All those drama parties. Having the History Club fall out from under me. Being yelled at in Santos' class. The channel 5 field trip. Building a fort at the lock-in. Running the Anime Club. Having KZ put dozens of knots in my shoe laces. Being hit my Sam. Starting the Skimington religion with NM. Love you mom and dad John, Rob, and Dan, coolest brothers ever.

AMBER KATHRYN GRAHAM

"When one door closes another door opens; but we so often look so long and so regretfully upon the closed door, that we do not see the ones which open for us." -Alexander Graham Bell

FUTURE PLANS: School, make good money, have fun, get married, have kids, and BE HAPPY!

ACTIVITIES: Exec Comm 1-3, Chorus 1-3, Key Club 1-st. store, Drama 2 (make-up); Teachers 3; YearBook 4

MEMORIES: Times spent w/ MB, BL, SR, KM, EH, MR, KS, JMB, BC, Princesses ER, JL, JR, MA, JD, AN - we had so much fun! Workin' at DD w/ KS, CB, JC, & JL. BonnieTheVale/WashDC/JJ/JoAnn/SONS/00C/98L Rough... make a Romly & Michelle. I love you so much, you will always be my BFF. Sean. I will always be here for you. thank you for everything, love you. Erica. late night talks online. you helped me through a lot. Jules - stayin' up late doing mindless things, modeling @LaFemmina, you will always be in my heart! Katie - you've made my life interesting! Jen, Meg, Ash. I know we haven't been the closest the past few yrs but you still a part of me. JvminisU. Nikkibee, love u U. Lynch & Meres-thanks for putting up w/me. Hanging out with Mike & the guys. To the Burkees-thank you so much you have been so wonderful the past 2 yrs. Brit-enjoy your time here... love u Mike, you're the BEST, you always put a smile on my face and I thank you for everything. 4/3/01. I love you with all my heart! Mom, you got me this far. I don't know what I'd do w/o you. Daddy, thank you for giving me some of the best advice. I love you both.Very Much! Krys, Pat, Jason, Kells-thanks for all your support. To the rest of the family, I love you all and thank you. To anyone who's been a part of my life in the past 4 yrs, thank you for making my life what it has become! It can only get better from here!!

ABIGAIL SAMPSON HAINES

"Abby"

“To avoid criticism do nothing, say nothing, be nothing.” -Elbert Hubbard

ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1-4; Tennis 3,4; Student Senate 1-3, President 4, Executive; AFS 1-3, Vice President 4; Key Club; Chorus; Rhythmrix; Drama; NHS Treasurer 4; SSAC 3,4.

FUTURE PLANS: To live happily ever after.

MEMORIES: DC w/ LS EW CC; Jr. Prom w/ Geoff and friends; Crazy N. Ride w/ SP Re B; Goon Squad FBall game; Funway w/ KD KT; The Wedding w/ GH; Bread in R Bros; Jimmy Fund Walk; Chilling w/ La; NY roadtrip w. GS JG LS; River Rave 01&02; BH—my twin; Watergun Fight w/cops; FNC w/ CC EH LD; Amherst w/ KT; 7-11 slurpies+ Wendy's w/ GS AW RC JM; $2; freshman drama w. EH Dr. Lori NM; Thank you Geoffrey for everything! I love you Dad, Mom, John, Rachel, Sam, and Meg!
HEATHER MARIE HAMILTON
“Heath, Hammy”

“My friends hear the song in my heart and sing it to me when I can’t remember.”

ACTIVITIES: Basketball 1-3; Soccer 3,4; Executive 1,2; Tomorrow’s Teacher’s Club #; Dance all my life; Soccer (outside of school)-all my life; coached a little kid’s team-fall 2002; Chorus 1-4.

FUTURE PLANS: Graduate from High School, go to college, get married, have 2 kids, have a good job and be happy.

MEMORIES: Good time with ER, KR, CS, LP, NR, AU, AB, DS, ect. Thanx for all your support Mom, Dad, Lindsay, and Stacey. Nicole December of freshman year? Me being stalked, lol. Charlie all those times we just drive around and do nothing. Driving to the Palace, Junior Prom night at your house after the prom was fun. Powderpuff! Remember the senior prom? lol! All my soccer memories, Thanx to everyone who has been there for me. Erika, I haven’t seen or talked to God lately have you? lol!(inside joke) Fun times to remember.

JACK HANRATTY

ERICA MARIE HANSBURY

“Do you remember the days gone past and how we always wanted the good times to last. The times we spent hangin’ out is how we learned what life was about.” ~ TBS

MEMORIES: people: KF CC LAB SF CL RV RB AG DF CD SR JB SB SR AH [chorus buddies] LD BP GH RC AO MC Johnnie’s Crew: MC SR DMcD TK PW NM DY JW GM Tweeter ppl: *CA* DN DM (my BB) KF {pro skaters!} CG KH and all the VIP’s ~ Katie ~ OZZF, WT, TBS, S41, BSF, FM, SF, FATA = CBFL! NYC ’02, Cape, NJ 2000. love you always; Cait how you care for your friends so much to much to put in here...random nights, STP, couched! pididdle! xmas vaca ‘01, you’ve been there through everything, you mean so much to me; Dr. Lori - the laugh, my SB, Rain Goddesses!! Croutons & talks w/AG; late summer nights w/TH MH KC GH BC; drama & CDC w/CL; baywatch & sneakin’ out w/STP, my big awesome ‘brother’; harassing at Barret’s; WT ‘01 w/CC GH; DM2; old times at Funway; prom w/ Matty; D’ken Leprechaun; Tommy you’re the best brother I could ever ask for, thank you so much. I love you!! Love you always Mom and Daddy.

CATHERINE MARY HAPPENY
“Cathy”

“It’s something unpredictable but in the end there’s right I hope you have the time of your life.”

MEMORIES: Times spent w/ friends. Alicia *BFF* - X Mas 2000, uptown, tormenting Sabrina...don’t forget me when we get outta here, thank u for being there for me always! Chris “Gorgeous George” Cahill - cruisin in the monte listenin’ to Dennis Leary, “I love your sweatshirt”~*You bet your dupa!*“Fact” I believe in you and wil never leave your side...thanx for everything. What’s up to the “P18 Mafia”~ JC/AG,AFC,CG. Mom, dad & Cris, thank u and I love you. Thanx for takin’ my senior pic Uncle Harry! Dewey, thanks for everything you’ve done for me. I love ya!
JENNIFER LANE HARLOW

"Looking back a lot has changed. We never thought there'd come a day when everything we used to live for, everything we did, and everything we say could fade away." – The Juliana Theory

ACTIVITIES: Winter Track 1-4, Spring Track 1-4, Band 1-4, Chorus 1-3, Field Hockey 3

MEMORIES: Good times with DT, LT (mini-me), CL, SH, BH, TS, DH, SR, NB, JB (B2), + FS (sweet pea!) Living in Rockland with D! The week in the Cape with DT, DH, SR, AD, + LM, TJT shows..."Thanks babe." Steve...UNO! Camping, the cape, dance, and fake runs with Leanne! Supremes, haunted aship, random drives and other times with the Scooby Gang..."The Ramones Man"...D...you can’t hide...they have flashlights! Where has the summer gone? Love you Joce, Matt, Dan, Mom, Dad, and Shawny. Thanks for everything.

ANGELA HICKS

GREGORY RICHARD HILL

"Dirtbag"

"The greatest thing you’ll ever learn is to love and be loved in return."

ACTIVITIES: Varsity Soccer, Band, and Chorus.

FUTURE PLANS: To fall in love and be the best I can be.

MEMORIES: Surreal, Plymouth, Times w/ AW, JB, MW, MB, AH, RG, JG, GS, CB, CB, and yea. The Phone Book, 311. half days. B.S you’re my idol, J-Macs 4-life, Nirvana, SM2, River Raves, sleepin, Inersha, Summer forever. Further Fest and wedding w/ AH. The lawn mower w/ AW. Truck rides w/ JB. Mom, Dad, Nat, Tim, Pam, M&M, I love you all, Peace, Love and Harmony."You know you’re right"

REBECCA LYNN HORAN

"Becca"

"The greatest pleasure in life lies in doing what others say you cannot do."

ACTIVITIES: Class President 3-4; Executive 1-4; Key Club 1-4; Student Senate 1-3, Treas. 4; NHS Sec. 4; Basketball 1-3, Capt. 4; Soccer 1-4; Softball 1-4.

FUTURE PLANS: Got to college, be successful, have a family and be happy!

MEMORIES: Gormes and Hale, so many "girls nights" and many more to come, bff luv u girls; SLEAMB143224 w/ MP, EM, AC, LL, SF, "WPE", 6th graders 4L. 75 y pact, luv u bff!! Sharing a brain w/ my twin AH; Junior Prom w/ J.C.H.B.D.K; MV Trip w/ Softball; EB girls bball; KAHTDJ; Tic Tac Toe w/ CB; Soccer Mom NH; PCC'99'00; Powder Puff '02; Inventing w/ RC; Random Mall Night w/ MP, CL, JM; Good times w/ IM girls; SA w/ B.J.D.T.N.A.L; Thanks Mom, Dad, and Tom! Love you! Make the most of the next 3 years T, they go by too fast! Good luck in the future 2003!
JAMES JENNETTE

AMANDA JOHNSON
“Red”
“Have you ever wondered which hurts more, saying something and wishing you hadn’t, or saying nothing and wishing you had.”
ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey 1,2,3,4, Capt. 4; Track 2,3,4; Executive 1,2,3,4; Student Senate 1,2,3,4.
FUTURE PLANS: Be happy, successful, and to live a long life.
MEMORIES: Fun times with the girls, JA, JA, MD, KB, KB, KS, JB, KR. Random car trips. Jame, you’re my girl. Pididdle! Fires at Zims/Lealands. Riding and bbq’s with the easy ridos. SD-ing at the crash. Campin’02 clabin’. DMB concert ‘99. Denny’s rockas and Vermont. WoW! FH ‘02 Sup Tourney? Halloween ‘02. PowderPuff game @ BR; TOOLTIME. Times with my “lil poop”: Six Flags, NightsOnTheBeach, No Doubt, The Cape. 4th of July, Playground. 3/1/02, I’ll always love you babe, thanks for everything! Also, thanks to my girls and my family: Mom, Dad, Kyla, Livie, and Leilah. Love you guys.

PETER JUDGE

JOHN J. KEITH
“You are not here just to fill space or to be a background character in someone else’s movie”
FUTURE PLANS: Technical school
MEMORIES: Hanging out at the shed with MP, CM, JD, JB, JC, BF.
MATTHEW ROBERT KELLY  
Little Marty, Mateo  
"I am one of God's own prototypes. Some kind of high powered mutant never even considered for mass production. Too weird to live, too rare to die." - Dr. Gonzo  
ACTIVITIES: Current champion of backyard diving. Construction, electrical, plumbing, roofing, and anything else that could go wrong with a building.  
FUTURE PLANS: Own a big house on an even bigger plantation with large green trees everywhere.  
MEMORIES: What up to that dreddlock rasta. Dale remember to look before you cross the highway, you crazy MUDTAH SKUNK! Did you eat all of that? That's right! MUSIC! Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas is the best movie ever. Josh, St, John was the craziest vacation we'll ever have. Thanks Momma Weigh. We just passed go and collected $200. All of my love to my true friends and family, you know who you are. When life gets rough you know I'll still be there. This is for everybody, remember, "even a genius asks questions." Maybe you could just shove me into the pool?  
DAVID LEE KENDRICK  
"Dave", "Keeper Dave"  
"I came, I saw, I conquered."  
ACTIVITIES: Ice Hockey 1.2.3.4; Soccer 1.4; Golf 2.3; Track 2.3; Baseball 1  
FUTURE PLANS: Go to college, further my hockey career, get married, live a good life  
MEMORIES: Driving around randomly w/ TF, TL, CL, doing... Playin street hockey and pond hockey, going to football games, hanging out w/ NB, ER, TL, NW, PB, LH, BF, KM, MB, CB Working at the Patriots games. PB & TF getting in trouble for going on the field.  
HANNA KHOlkINA  
"For some life lasts a short while, but the memories it holds last forever"  
-Socrates  
Activities: Marching band (color guard), Winter guard, Drama club and AFS club  
Memories: Life was pretty much the same before I came in USA. Even though I was wicked tired after the 14 hour trip, even though I did not know where I was going (what town, what family) I was pretty optimistic. I'm proud to be a part of EBHS. And guess what? Finally I can answer your question "How do I like America so far?" I love it! I had a lot of fun here, Band Camp- lots of fun in the hell! Thanks all of your guys who threw me in the pool at the "after band camp" party with words "Welcome to America" That was awesome! N.E.S.B.A finals, EB Vikings you are the best. I wish that we beat Abington! Ho-ho-ho Days spent with color guard and winter guard girls! I love you guys. Lock-in and Homecoming Dance the first time when I saw how you, Americans hang out during your free time. Love you mom, dad, my little sisters CK and HK, I'll always love you. Can't imagine my life without our fights. Thank you for everything that you have done. I'll remember every single day spent together. Thanks dad for taking me to Provincetown-that was the weirdest trip of my life. PS. For all seniors in EBHS, "I wanna say 3 words that I've learned about life- IT GOES ON" Thank you everyone: my friends, teachers, school staff, everyone who knows me.  
MICHAEL WILLIAM KNIGHT  
Knighto  
"Some people spend an entire lifetime and wonder if they made a difference in the world. U.S. Marines don't have that problem." - Ronald Reagan  
ACTIVITIES: Football 1.2.3, Capt 4; Track 1.2; Basketball 1.2.3.4; Power Pit 2.3.4.  
FUTURE PLANS: United States Marine Corps for 20 years, have a hot wife, good family, and live the good life.  
MEMORIES: Good times with GL, JW, JB, MB, SB, DB, KK, MZ, TS. Sorry to anyone I forget. The asylum 01, Wednesday night fight club. Cappellos with GL, JA, KB, Pasta fests and football games with the team. Father-son canoe trips with CB, DK, RM, RC, JP, GL, AW, MZ, and the fathers. Whitewater rafting trips with the Bartons. AYCE nights at Gino's. FO! Cheerleading comps with JG and BF. Feb vaca over Gambees. 2 am at the nook for breakfast, wtf? Thanks for all your support over the years Leah, Dave, Mom, Big Mike, Kate, and Cole. Best of luck in the future Patrick. Through everything we've been through, you've been there overtime, thanks for everything Kaitlin. I appreciate it. In all the years, I want to thank you dad for everything. You've always been there for me no matter what, I love ya Dad.
SONJA KOHLENBERG
Exchange Student

"Love has nothing to do with what you are expecting to get; it's what you are expecting to give—which is everything." -Anonymous

ACTIVITIES: Chorus (4); Drama (4)
FUTURE PLANS: Go back to school in Germany and graduate (after 13(!) school years!) Go to university, get a well paid job that is fun; and see something more of the world!
MEMORIES: Because I don't have any real memories of High School, I want instead say thank you to everyone! You helped me make this time a wonderful experience in my life; and you all accepted me to be a part of your daily life. It wasn't always easy, but I had such a great time! Thanks especially to Kristin, we always had a good time in studies. Leanne C., who was the only hope in my neighborhood, Leanne L., who did so much for me as an exchange student, Naishen-whenever on the bus with you I had fun. Abby, who was always so nice and always had so much patience with me. Danielle Br. Who had a seat for me in her car, Danielle Beddia, whom I loved to go shopping with!, Paul, for helping me in Math, Ashleigh. although she liked to tease me all the time, Tai, who always told me what she thinks, and the loud girls (Theresa, Amanda, Ashleigh Tai, Ashley, Katie, and Emily.)

CAREN LAMB
“Care-Bear”

"In order to survive got to learn to live with regrets.”- Jay-Z

ACTIVITIES: Executive 1-4; Drama 2,3,4; Softball 2; National Honors Society 3,4
FUTURE PLANS: Go to college, find a career, and be happy throughout it all.
MEMORIES: The best times were the times that were random, and there's not enough room for all those. EH, your laid back stress free attitude got me through a lot the past few years, thank you. CDC forever (or a couple years.) MM, don't care what anyone says, you're not THAT bad. Thanks for being there. LD and CC nothing like surrounding yourself with the crazy to offset the responsible, thanks guys. There are those people that will never see this, but I love you guys, too. I love you mom, dad, and Lauren and the rest of the family. To anyone I forgot, sorry.

PAT LAWLER

GORDON D. LAWSON II
“Gordie”

"If you'll not settle for anything less than your best, you will be amazed at what you can accomplish in your lives.” -Vince Lombardi

ACTIVITIES: Football 1-4 captain 4; Winter Track 1,2; Spring Track 1,2,3; Weightlifting1,2,3,4.
FUTURE PLANS: Go to college, get married, and have a good life.
JOSEPH MICHAEL LAYOU JR.

"Handsome"

"We are all different, but we are all the same."

ACTIVITIES: Drama Club, Multi-Media, Reach Out, Capachione School of Performing Arts

FUTURE PLANS: Go to college, become and actor or a film make.

MEMORIES: Good times in Multi-Media class with Jack, Keith, and the rest of the guys, was given the role of Jean Val Jean by Capachione, my best friends Amanda, Gavin, and Sean. Thanks Mom and Dad! I love you, Dog!

LEANNE ELIZABETH LEBLANC

"You have brains in your head, you have feet in your shoes, you can steer yourself in any direction you choose." -Dr. Seuss

ACTIVITIES: FH 1-4, Winter Track 2-4, Spring Track 1-4, Basketball 1-4, Student Senate 2-4, AFS 12-sec 34-sec, Art 12 rep 3 sec, NHS 4, Math team 2-4, Everything else...? Doing my thing!

MEMORIES: Lip gloss+flip flops+friends=the time of ur life! SLEAMF 143224 my sanity! Summer '02: 6th grade, K.M.O.H 814, D.D.D.W.F.E.75 Yr old Fact,Our CARS, P.F.Drive in Blackstone?Kaj, mbyla 13BH, Cops on quads what? EM WOW, Test MSG-Ang and Rob JN CONCERT, Beach like everyday w/SF&EM-TRIC3234-Dinners Outback "HIT ME!!" SF biff was to many Xs 143-Pats parade/Late night talks...online like 24/7 Thanks for everything, PROM Ps best! Basketball Outfits w/AC, SNL2M 2much fun,NatW. Rap crack me up lol J2r=Hingham Homecoming '02 I love to cheer "V-I-N..." DQ Day with NW June 7. Powder puff=awesome we love to get dirty. Field Hockey; WOW u girls r the best, Bus rides,99 stories, freshman ambush '01. AFS weekend '02 143 PUTA's '01 FesYSS 143 BH "Rebecca Lynn" ur girl! Thanks JG LH JD KD love u ar fabulous BR&AD food buddies. Nzo Hill 143r talks. Concert w/the girlsXs w/ SS NT JB KissX2/TRL/Aerosmith "The Mars...The chad..." JB best sister ever "picnics" NT VA trip NGF college vaca, our summers and laughs 4ever RMJF biff love u girls DC Frechmen yr tonsa fanX2 Bernie girls, PC&RAY boston talks, MW so much fun...Xs change still friends143 MO... YGisking, talks "spit happened" 6 flags, Xs etc... soph yr was fantastic. The day w/ CS.K.C.CA. Always here for you! Memories and pictures will last a lifeX. Thanks to everyone who has helped me along the way. Love the rents, Mom, Dad you 2 are the best! As for the rest of my "FAKE" fam. Ur support has meant everything to me...Here's to the future! GL!

GINA LEIGHTON

KRISTOPHER LEWIS

Old man lewis, pumpkin head, Lewis, Lumus

"Paranoia is a disease unto itself, and may I add, the person standing next to you may not be who they appear to be, so take precaution." -Primas Brown Album

"All in all, you're just another brick in the wall!" -Pink Floyd The Wall

ACTIVITIES: Tech SS, Tech Prep

FUTURE PLANS: Go to college and become a computer programmer

JOSHUA BENJAMIN LIBBY
“Libby”
“You laugh at me because I’m different. I laugh at you because you’re all the same.”
ACTIVITIES: Key Club 1.2; Tech Club 2.3; tech SS 3; NHS 3.4
FUTURE PLANS: Go to college, find a job I like, settle down.
MEMORIES: Times spent with WG, JP, Ryan M, Rich M, JW, JE, JR, NM. All that time in JC’s room with SG, SM, SF, MR, and JL. Ozzfest ‘00, ‘01, ‘02 Loco ‘00 ‘01; DKM; good times Gill working at the Pier at least we had some laughs! Love you Mom, Dad, and Becky. Thank you to everyone for all the memories.

TIMOTHY PAUL LOUGHLIN
“The best thing about the future is that it comes only one day at a time.” — Abraham Lincoln
ACTIVITIES: Ice Hockey 1-4, tournament 2, 3, Baseball tournament 3 (Captain 4); Technology Club 10; Math Team 10; National Honor Society 12
FUTURE PLANS: Go to college and graduate, get married, make a lot of money, and be happy.
MEMORIES: Hanging out with Peter (one-on-one, Halo), Dave, Chris, Frank, Jay, and anyone else who happened to be there. Finchy is a funny kid. Samantha and Steve for always being there to make fun of me. Thinking hard in The Calculus. Being mooched by Czolpinski. Camping with the BMS family, skiing with the Kendrick’s, thanks. Vacationing up New Hampshire with my family. Spending time on Uncle Scotty’s boat wakeboarding, tubing, etc. Roller hockey games. 9-11-01, who can forget? Mom, Dad. Lacey, Corey, and Melanie, love you all.

MICHAEL LOUNGE
“Mikey”
“I’d rather owe it to you then cheat you out of it.”
ACTIVITIES: JV Basketball 1
FUTURE PLANS: There are a lot of ideas in my head about future plans right now, but I think I will just take it one step at a time and then just wing it. I plan to become an electrician and go to school to learn the code so I can get my license in that area. I plan on keeping in touch with my good friends and accomplishing everything I want to in life.
MEMORIES: There is a lot of stuff I will remember from school that just should not be in this yearbook, but some of my favorite things were hanging out with Craig aka “Willy Wonka”, Joe aka “Guthro”, Jay aka “Jayboy”, Paul aka “Pauly”, Adam aka “Finsta”, and Lindsey or “Giggles”. Hockey down at Church Street was some of the most fun I ever had and hard core sledding was cool too. Ozzfest 2002 was great too. But thank God school’s done.

JULIE ANN LYNCH
“Julie-Ju”
“Don’t stop dreamin’ cuz when you stop dreamin’ its time to die.” — Blind Melon
ACTIVITIES: Chorus 1-3, Future Teacher 2
FUTURE PLANS: To discover the world and settle down.
MEMORIES: The nights with the camera
“Superbowl” Franklin. Amtkatn I love you! Mom. Dad, Colleen thanks for stickin with me. Carrissa be good, grow up, learn everything you can. I love you baby girl.
RICHARD MACDONALD
“Fatty”
“Life sucks, then you die”

FUTURE PLANS: I plan to go to collage and work.
MEMORIES: The times spent w/Mr. Corrigan and Mr. Blute, they were the best teachers. Chillin w/all my friends-Adam, Mike, John, Jeff, Chris-it was fun. Rest In Peace Ryan O.

RYAN JOSEPH MACLEOD
“Ry”

“I have had a perfectly wonderful evening, but this wasn’t it.”-Groucho Marx

ACTIVITIES: Basketball 1,2,3,4, Newspaper 3,4

FUTURE PLANS: Go to college, law school. Get married. be happy

MEMORIES: Times with “the new clique” and all my other friends. Seeing Dropkick Murphys St. Patricks Day weekend. Going to Ozzefest, Riverrave, Warped Tour, Snow Jam, and other concerts. Good Luck to all my friends going to college and thanks for everything Mom, Dad, Meag, and the rest of my family.

JACOB MAJOK

STEVEN MALONEY
“Florida Boy”

ACTIVITIES: History Club 10-12, Geography Club 10-12, Tech Club 10-12, Key Club 10-12, Math team 9-12, Yearbook 9-11

FUTURE PLANS: Go to college and get married

MEMORIES: Mall trips with Gimp, Jay, and Mike. Dingiing with Jay and Gimp. Times with Amanda, Lauri, and Jay. KFC and Burger King. Calculus, Gettysburg trip. My crappy truck that I love so much and won’t get rid of.
MATTHEW WILLIAM MAUGER  
“Maug”, “Best Buy”  
“Carpe Diem”, “Life is Short, Live your Dreams!”  

ACTIVITIES: Football & Track 1-4

NICOLE E. MAY  
“NikkiMay”

ACTIVITIES: Softball 2,3; Indoor track 3
FUTURE PLANS: Go to college, become a nurse, get married, and have kids.
MEMORIES: Fun times in softball with TR, KB, KB, MD, DB. MD and KD use your strong hand. Fun times with MD KB KB JA AJ JA getting ready for dances. Junior Prom with Mike Brigham, love that ice cream! TR we’ve been friends 4ever I love you bud! BY + J N u r like sisters to me, I love you. I love you Mike! Thanks for the trip to Atlantis Mom and Dad. I love you Stevie, Mom, and Dad. Thanks for everything.

JEREMY JASON McCabe  
“Remy”

“Mr. Crean, Justin’s people killed my savior.” -Ryan Coyne

ACTIVITIES: Cross Country 1-3 Captain 4; Winter Track 1-2; Spring Track 1-4; Key Club 1-4; Student Senate 3-4; Executive 1-4; French Club 3-4; NHS 4
FUTURE PLANS: Got to college, be happy in life.
MEMORIES: Official member of the GS w/ LS, B, AW, RC, AW, AH, KF, JSJ. GS. Cross Country State Champions ’01 ’02 Late night trips to Wendy’s and Cumberland Farms working on Andy’s truck Concerts with Gluck and Jamie. Fun times with band L-Shepp, “three musketeers” Goon Squad F-ball game ’02! Running with DS, TM, NP, KM, TS, SW, Pancake breakfast ’01 7-11 runs. Thank you to all my friends I love you guys. Love you Mom, Dad, Kevin, Brian, Shannon, Shawn, and Chuck.

KEVIN McCABE
ACTIVITIES: Cross Country 1, 2, 3 Cp 4. Indoor Track 1, 2, 3, Cp 4. Outdoor Track 1, 2, 3,4
JACK ANDREW MCCROKEN

“Jack”

“Try to Graduate in 4 years the 6 year plan is not a good idea”

ACTIVITIES: High School 123456
FUTURE PLANS: Go to college, open a nightclub, get married, kids &

KIMBERLY MCHUGH

“Kim”

“We ourselves feel that what we are doing is just a drop in the ocean. But the ocean would be less without that drop.”

ACTIVITIES: a lil bit of everything
FUTURE PLANS: Dr. McHugh
MEMORIES: Times with my girls—LB, KD, HR, LR, KD, HW, & AM. Powder Puff game, Cali and FL with Kate, thanks for always being there La-La. Usher concert with KimmyD, Jay Queens with Kari, Ω day with Ry and TMS, learning how to drive with HW, Tiny Kim. PCC “99 & ’00, Junior prom, Workcamp ’02 with HW, AM, & AH, ABC’s with LR and JH, Tim you’re my best memories love you, Thanks to Mom and Stefanie, good luck Ryan! Thanks to my angels in heaven Daddy and Papa. Love you all!

MICHAEL PATRICK MCKEOWN

“Mikey”, “Mr. Mebs”, “Skitso”

“The barer of bad news runs the show” -Me

ACTIVITIES: Hunting ducks for fun
FUTURE PLANS: Become the manager of a McDonalds

RICHARD DONALD MCLAUGHLIN

“Dickie”, “Ethan”, “Mitch”

“The difference between a successful person and others is not a lack of strength, not a lack of knowledge, but a lack of will.” - Vince Lombardi

ACTIVITIES: Football 2, 3, Captain 4; Basketball 3, 4; Outdoor Track 3, 4; Weightlifting 1-4
FUTURE PLANS: Go to college, have a good time, get married, and be happy.
IRENE LYNNE McNULTY
“Reenie”, “Enc”

“There’s something in a shade of gray.” Adam Duritz

ACTIVITIES: Chorus 1-4, NHS, Rhythmix 4, Treble Choir 4, Drama 1-4, Reach Out 2-3, Astronomy Club 3 (secretary), Viking Saga 2-4 (Editor)
FUTURE PLANS: College, Ireland, children and love.
MEMORIES: Salem w/ JB, KL, NM and SD, NYC w/ RM, KL and SD. A. P. U. S. H. w/ Jibby, J.K, and Rossman- you’re full of b.s. DC w/ chorus. Orlando-Love you Disney! All the love, guidance and inspiration from SD. Mr. D-Frankenstein! Mr. D.S.- my words grew up. To my family for all their help-Love you guys! To Josh-my best friend who saved me more than once. Love to all-you know who you are.

RICHARD THOMAS MCPHEE
“Dicky”

“If a man does his best, what else is there?” – General George S.

ACTIVITIES: Key Club 1-3; Viking Voice 1-4; Soccer 1
FUTURE PLANS: I plan to move out of East Bridgewater get a good education at college. Eventually be very successful and lead a good life.
MEMORIES: I remember time spent going to concerts with RM, WG, TM, JP, JL River Rave, Ozzfest, Warp Tour, and Dropkick Murphy’s. In High school I have lost friends and gained friends but I always try and think of the great times I had at parties and just hanging with my friends around EB. To all my friends and family thanks for being there when I need you most. In addition I would like to remember my brother Mark I miss you terribly and I remember all the good times we had playing with our friends you will remain in my thoughts forever.’

MATTHEW JAMES MEDEIROS
“Portgee”, “Spagoalie”

“I am going to live my life until the Lord decides to out my life.”

ACTIVITIES: Football 1.2.3.4 track 1.2.3.4 Having fun 1.2.3.4
FUTURE PLANS: get Degree , make $$$, enjoy life, Have a family, and get married
MEMORIES: Randomers, Breakfast Club, After school football, we will always remember you-Ryan. Say Goodbye to Hollywood. Living it up with all my friends to JD, BC, KL, SP, DB, SB, JA, JW, RG, JG, MM, CW, MR, CB, GL, LH, DB, KB, AM, AB and everyone else. Thanks to my GF, my family Dad + Mom + my sister for always helping me and being there Love you. Peace

KATELYN MEUSE

“You can’t always get what you want, but if you try sometimes, you might find, you get what you need.”

FUTURE PLANS: To go to college, get a good job, live in a big house, and start a family.
ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey 1; Sprng Track 1; Basketball Cheerleading; Chorus 1-4; dance all my life.
MEMORIES: Good times with Mike B – Love ya— 11/2/01. Hanging out with AG ER AG HD SH SR KD SC RO NW GL MZ MB CB EW TM. Going to NH w/Mike (believe me it really was the best), the Friday night crew at D’Angelo’s, rollin rollin rollin w/AG MS. Hey whose got all the turkey sandwiches? SR I guess we can’t go to Bradlee’s anymore huh? JI thanks for throwing me off the porch! Putting RO in the kitty house. New Years”02. AG the bowl blew away! Performing at the capital”01 SH just too many good times, goin to NJ w/HD. Holly thanks for always being there you are the best. To my family – Love ya, Mom & Dad thanx for it all— Love ya guys Well its been fun and I’m out, lata!
NATHANIEL GROVER MILAUASKAS
“Shaggy”, “Amish”, “Jesus”, “Nate Dog”, “NATO”
ACTIVITIES: Viking Saga Contributor 2, 3, 4; Key Club 2, 3, 4; Art Club 1, 2, 3, 4; president 4; Technology Club 2, 3; Geography Club 2, 3, 4; Astronomy Club 2, 3; Set Design 3, 4; Drama Crew 3, 4; Tomorrow’s Teacher’s Club 2, 3, 4; Treasurer 4; History Club/Alliance 2, 3, 4; Boy Scouts of America 1; Sunday School Assistant 1; Amnesty Int. 4; Viking Voice Contributor 4; Anime Club 3; Yearbook Staff 3; Friendship, pain; religion philosophy/history/Mythological thought and work; writing; artistic expression
MEMORIES: Frommy fading memory: being hurt everyday; Old Time/Getting caught w/ RM, JP, WG, JE; J0, J1, all I had-never enough; marketing class; Club Hoppin’ w/ Reilly W., befriending Ricky O., Leigh S.; old compu; met ppl Lock-In ’01; Methodist days for P.; BSA for D.; quitting both for me; park, Lot astronomy meets…; the facial hair; hanging with SD, BM, KJ; training with Andy and Jason/ Tuna! Mrs. Phimney; items w/ J Blushi, J Ramsey, and J Bartell; the journals; both covers of Vik. Saga ’01; escape to gram’s; ouiji board; Salem; NHS; Y-Book ’02, J Masse; throat operation ’01; congrats and graduation ’02; friends left: “Loud Situation”; Drama with Ally M., N, Meighan, JC, JG, MS; always procrastination!; last opportunity-new friends; Lock-In ’02-toga!; Maine Summer ’02; thinking time away; night walks; trying to help people; understanding, dying, and “Living”…love, art, life.

J.R. MITCHELL

ASHLEIGH MOORE
“Ash”
“There have been nights where I end up with six assists, eight points, three rebounds, and four steals, and that’s not a spectacular statistic line, but my hand prints were all over that game.” ~Jamila Wideman
ACTIVITIES: Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Softball 1, 2, 3, 4; Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4
FUTURE PLANS: Live in Hawaii and have a relaxing life with my gram by my side.
MEMORIES: Celtic Pride #11, Basketball
“what wins games? DEFENSE!” Softball
“all I”, asking for is a lil respect R.E.S.P.E.C.T.” soccer hmm crazy pastafest. Fresh yr. Best times Chillin, playin ball and cruising around with Tai (it’s our time now). Jr Prom. Parties at the brasils…shh don’t tell the mom she’s jacked. Good times with dean. Domican Rep w/Kristin. Uri. Crazy night with the girls. Love u mom, ry, matt, and dean. Let your dreams be your inspiration.’

BOB MORAN
ERIN MARIE MORRISSEY

"E"

"Go confidently in the direction of your dreams. Live the life you have imagined." - Henry David Thoreau

ACTIVITIES: Key Club 1-4; Executive 1-4; AFS 2,4; National Honor Society 3,4

FUTURE PLANS: Go to college, be successful, and enjoy life.

MEMORIES: Times with AC, MP, BH, LL, SF. SLEAMB 143224. Snow White, PIT, matching cars, 6th graders, WPE, 75 year old pact. When did we even become friends? Beach w/ Lea and Sum. Jr. Prom, fakest night but still fun. Times w/AJ. Outback- they’re legalizing scalping!, “coming out”, funniest night... E-Trike. Triple D Day was great."'I want to go to college to find a husband." John Mayer/Kiss Concert. Drive in- Blackstone/Hopedale, "I need a cigarette so bad!!" Summer nights spent by the fire at the beach. AC and CC from way back, we were so "cool". LS- glad you still talk to me, you’re great! PCC '99 '00. Thanks Mom and Dad. Good Luck Christine!

KRISTIN LEE MORRISSEY

"Krisy"

"I've had the time of my life & I owe it all to you."

ACTIVITIES: Girls Soccer 1-4; Varsity Basketball Cheerleader 1-3; Spring Track 1; Softball 2; Executive Committee 1-4; Class Treasurer 2-4; National Honor Society 3,4; Student Senate 1; Recycling Committee 4

FUTURE PLANS: Go to college, have a great job, live in New York City

MEMORIES: Where do I start? Great times w/ my RAS girls TJ and DB. “See ya lata” DB, no more visiting college on out own! JW, thank you for being there for me. I’ll hold these memories close to my heart forever, love you. I’ll always remember the 3-G’s HW & DB, best times w/ you girls. Football games w/ the crew, dances were great! I’ll miss my soccer family, you girls are awesome! Junior Miss girls, we don’t like small things."BFF4EA w/ NR...right Niki? Sonja, my study buddy, luv u Germany. I love you Ashie-B (said in baby voice). Junior Prom w/ DB, TJ, BD, DB, NM, MB, NR, HH, remember senior prom? LOL! To all my friends, I love you guys and I’ll always remember the fun times we shared. Thank you mom & John for everything! Dad & Laurie, love ya’ll. Mike, be good while I’m gone. Danni, I luv yah big sis! Thank you EBHS, goodbye & good luck.

PAUL O’DONNELL

JOSHUA ROBERT O KELLY

"O Kelly"

"Be thankful for what you have today because it could be gone tomorrow."

FUTURE PLANS: Go to college, Get married

BRENDAN O’NEILL

RICHARD FRANK ORCUTT
“Ricky”
“Bottom line is, even if you see ‘em coming, you are not ready for the big moments. No one asks for their lives to change, not really, but it does. So, what, are we helpless? Puppets? No. The big moments are going to come. Can’t help that. It’s what you do afterward that counts. That’s when you find out who you are.”
FUTURE PLANS: Get married, have kids, and make as much money as possible.
MEMORIES: Going to Otis, Maine every 4th of July with my family. Summer 2002 in Maine with Leigh and everyone, NW, JD, VA, NM, JD, and RB. The “Friday Night Crew” at D’Angelos. KM, GL, NW and sometimes JD. Every year in art class. And Ryan, so much has happened between us, you will always be a part of me. Not a day goes by that you won’t be missed.

BETHANY DIANNE ORTENZI
“B”
“When it’s my moment in the sun, oh, how beautiful I’ll be”—Ed
ACTIVITIES: Student Senate 1-4, Se, 4, Key Club 1-4; Executive 1-4; French Club 3, 4; Sec. 4; NHS 3, 4; Viking Voice 2-4, Editor-in-chief 3, 4.
MEMORIES: KF-I couldn’t do it w/out you! BFF, weenie roast, Fear, *NSync 3/99, 7/99, 7/00, 4/02, Amherst w/MC-craziness, speech impediment w/LS-thanks, always laughing w/IH, NW-thanks for being there, dances 1-4, JR prom w/IM; great times w/KF, JM, LS, AW, AH, AW, RC, JS, MC-GSquad FB game ’01, official ambush 6/15/01 *love you girls*, 3 Muskateteers-BOLSJM, BTE w/AW, LS, JM, secret klan w/BB-I love you. Donnie—Marie! MC-you got me here! R+B+H-I’m glad we’ve gotten closer, you’re the greatest, so much fun w/SA boys-JS, TH, DH, NO, AJ. Gilby-thanks for being my fake (real) bf. Elsa-France w/RC, LB, SR, RS-je t’aime! JMay w/MC, JM 11/02, Madame-thank you! France-gimme back my Meggie! Thanks for being my favorite! Nan + Dee-I love you. thanks, Gregory-be good, Bissa-no pressure (queen), Justin-7/4/98...e. Dad-A=A, B=C, C=F, Keep making me proud, Mia*. “I won’t fear love”-Sarah, my wings are ready-Thanks so much everyone, I love you!

RICHARD MICHAEL OWENS
“Slick Rick”, “Quicken Rickin”
“Every Day”
ACTIVITIES: woods, metals, autos
FUTURE PLANS: who knows
SONYA TATIANA PAWLYSHYN
Sonja
“Live it up, you never know what day is your last.”
ACTIVITIES: MyTurn 2, Spring Track 1234, Indoor Track 123, Soccer 1
FUTURE PLANS: Go to school and make some $loot$

CALLUM LOWRY PEARSON
“I must not fear; fear is the mind killer. I will face my fear; let it pass through me. When the fear is gone, there will be nothing left. Only I will remain.” - Dune
ACTIVITIES: Varsity Soccer 2-4, Step Up Ambassador 4, History Club 3, Key Club 3
FUTURE PLANS: Marines...after that...
MEMORIES: My memories of my high school life. The changes that I went through during it. All my friends JM, RW, LP, MB, MR, CS, CC, AM, BP and my gf KS who, if I hadn’t met, means so much to me in every possible way. But to end this year, I would like to thank all the teachers I’ve had for pushing me to do my best and my family, who has helped me through it all.

LAURA ELIZABETH PETERSON
“Not knowing when the dawn will come, I open every door” -Emily Dickenson
ACTIVITIES: Reach Out 9
FUTURE PLANS: Go to college, get a job I like, make a living and enjoy what I do.
MEMORIES: Hanging with TD. Lunch with friends. Social studies with SB and TD. Getting license. Study freshman year with ER. Driving around with TD. Art class, freshman year and senior year, both times were fun. Keyboarding class. Thanks to everyone that has encouraged me and inspired me throughout my life and has made me the person that I am today!!

JARED PHILLIPS
MEGHAN ELIZABETH PHILLIPS

“Find out who you are, and do it on purpose.”

ACTIVITIES: Key Club 1-4, treasurer 4; Executive Committee 1-4; Student Senate 4; Basketball 1; Softball 1, 2; Winter Track; Cross Country 4.

FUTURE PLANS: Go to college, get married and have six kids.

MEMORIES: Fun times w/ SF, EM, AC, BH, LL.
*SLEAMB 143224* Cinderella, WPE, 75 year old pact, PIT, matching cars, KISS Concert/John Mayer, Drive-in, getting lost in Blackstone, Outback “Coming out”, “I want to go to college to find a husband”, TRL/NSYNC w/ AW, Random mall night w/ CL, BH, JM-Shaggy! Love you Mom, Dad, Bethany, and Ted. Thanks!

NATE PHILLIPS

JASON MATTHEW PIERCE

“Jay-Jay”, “Piercey”

“It’s better to have tried and failed than not to have tried at all.”

ACTIVITIES: Key Club 1, 2, and 3

FUTURE PLANS: To live my life to the fullest potential. Go to college, get married and have a family.

MEMORIES: Times spent with my close friends: RM, WG, JL, JW. Also the good times with my estranged friend, RM. Working with all my other friends at the other job (KFC). Good luck everyone. Time spent at River Rave 2001, Ozzfest 2001, 2002. My life changed for the good, thanks to my two new best friends SM and AB. But, mostly, to the love of my life, LS. I would like to thank all the teachers who had me and put up with me. Thank you everyone. If I forgot anyone, please blame my head, not my heart.

ASHLEY JOHANNA PUOPOLO

“Pop”

“Use it up, Wear it ou; Make it do, or do without.”

ACTIVITIES: Softball 1-4; Basketball 1, 2.

FUTURE PLANS: Go to college, become an accountant, and move to New York.

MICHAEL FREDY RANDALL

"Ragú"

“What a long strange trip it’s been.” -The Grateful Dead

ACTIVITIES: Football 1,2,3 JYD Capt. 4, Woods, Metals, Hunting

FUTURE PLANS: To drive around in a green van solving mysteries.

U.S Armed Force and to put my cabin at the end of a 2 mile driveway.

MEMORIES: Strange days indeed. Make my rounds. 4wheelin w/ DC, SD, FT. Midrow cruises. Trips to Newbery St. w/ JW, MK, AS. “I didn’t know she had the J.J. Joe Kung Foo Grip” Life’s Sublime.

Rockers @ Umpa’s, the Riv, Meatheads, Birts, the Woods. Flight 420. outrunning EB’s finest. The hill w/ MG, FKM, UP, MM, JJ, RO, DD. How did I get here? Everyone else I know, you’re cool too. Thanx to all who stand by me—I’ve got the coolest grandparents, Ma & Pa, Lori and Randy, Rudie & TC, you’re the best family I’ve ever had. Its been great but I’ve got to go. Yes-Ahh!

KERRIANN E. REALINI

“The problem with reality is the lack of background music.”

FUTURE PLANS: To live comfortably and be happy.

MEMORIES: Remember... great times w/ Princesses ER, AG, JL, MA, JD. 11:47 hehe Bff Loon luv u.ET hehe. AG+MB luv u 2 ur great. Bein twinsies w/ EH. Park days w/ SL, Ofstien, Sleazy-G, MH, MB+Fat C, lots of love. Loan seen god lately? Hehe luv u, Chillin at Brooks’ my buddy. Bein w/ Tony I love you so much MUAH “Smile like a donut” TG. Ozzfest+Loco buzzoka ’02. HO as JR+KR as TB hehe. Tons of luv to Qk’s” JL, DS, Brock, Rae, JW+RQ. xoxo. Pple Jeff thanx for bein u luv ya. Mom, Dad, Ma-D, Derek, Lou, Girly, J-Dogg+Bub Love y’ all XOXO

ERIKA LYNNE REICHERT

“Jazz pants-$50. Jazz shoes-$75, Adidas halteriop-$35, Studio time-$30 an hour, the feeling on stage dancing your heart out—priceless.”

ACTIVITIES: Winter/Color Guard 2-4, capt.4; Chorus 1-4, Sec. 4; Tomorrow’s Teachers Club 1-4, Pres. 4; Drama 1-4.

FUTURE PLANS: To become famous and live in a beautiful beach house in California far away from the cold.

MEMORIES: Amazing times with my princesses KR, AG, JL, MA, JD. Crazy MB Bus Rides with NB, DF, CM, AB, RC, SFL, CL, PF, EB, RE, RD, BI, NH, SF. Marylou’s girls you rock! BB, EW, DT, MP, BO. Noelle, you know... sawesome! Sue my dancing buddy Mary J, Emily NSYNC! Hey Denise my surfer girls lets go to Cali. Aphro Backstage! Kiki, my other half, I luv ya girl, 11:47 Baby. Thankyou Heather, Lennie & Bill. You’ve taught me so much! Manna, Dad, and Amy, thank you for everything, I LOVE YOU!!

THERESA JANE RELEY

“TJ”

“Live today as if it were your last, yesterday is pat and tomorrow may never come.”

ACTIVITIES: Softball 1,2,3,4 Basketball 1, Executive 2,3,4

FUTURE PLANS: I’m not quite sure of the future, I’m still worrying about the present.

MEMORIES: Prom ’02 Powder Puff Tool Time! Awesome game girls! Fun times w/the RAS ladies (KM + DB), random nights, Pink flamingos. Homecoming ’02, riding in the trunk of the “Izazi”, people under the stairs, love you girls! Nikki: we’ve known each other since-FOREVER-thanks for always sticking by me! I love you! Krissey: “Where you going?” guuta love our random nights, going to Wendy’s, football games, “where’s my hubcap?”; and sneaking out. DB: thanks for all the B-days. Dunkie’s for a day, putting up w/me, Christmas vaca ’01! Random trips to Bourne w/ DB KM KB KB NM movies w/ JW. Great times w/the Brasil twins, JHTL w/Bri, Spelling my name RIGHT w/SR, “Uh Denny there’s a bus coming” MZ glad we became friends, KB how’s your Italian sausage? Fun times w/ the softball girls It’s all about the dirt. Thanks to everyone who made these years the best. Love you Mom, Dad, and Mara. Good luck 2003 I made it!!
KENNETH CHARLES RETTMAN

“Kenny”

“One hundred years from now, it won't matter how much money I had, what kind of car I drove, or what kind of house I owned but that I made a difference in the life of someone else” -Pat Snow Bradbury

ACTIVITIES: Cross Country 1,2,3,4; Indoor Track 3,4; Outdoor Track 1,2,3,4; Student Senate 3,4; Key Club 1,2,3; Executive 2,3,4; Student Advisory to the Principal 4; Student Advisory to the School Committee 4

FUTURE PLANS: Graduate, Go to college, Become a History teacher, Run for politics, Get married

MEMORIES: Getting to work with AW, LL, PS, and AJ on the Student Advisory to School Committee (you guys spoil me with your willingness to help when I forget something). Being selected to be part of the Homecoming Court, Being State Champions 2001 and 2002 in Cross Country. Thank you to all of you who made me who I am today, Mom, Dad, Dannielle, and Chris for helping me when I really needed it! Thanks so much!

MELANIE RIBERIO

EMILY ELIZABETH RICE

“Emilay”

“Sometimes there are moments that change your life, sometimes they’re soft subtle moments, sometimes they’re not.” -Whistler/BTYS

ACTIVITIES: None whatsoever!!

FUTURE PLANS: Only to be happy in whatever I do.

MEMORIES: Kellogg luv u hun 2 many god times BFF Dee ur the best! Pond scummas hate 2 say it but I luv ya’ll JB MP JB AF MB LW PS PL SD CP SB Dennis-always in my heart wsc 4/4f JW JD AC...get it New Yrs ’01 sheep tryn 2 go swimming starin at the rug playin pool that stupid couch BC’s rig central hittin da bait egg lingo skullreduction greased lightning dukester peg leg mission impossible “ahh my face” amusment briars w/ BB Wat up 2 KM MM ER EW JG!! Metal shop boys DB DJ JC JJ JM I luv u!! Bathroom girls SG GL!! Lunch crew NW JD RM RO CG SN JJ MZ!! Hey Stephan luv u sexy!! 9/19/02 welp I did it haha Mom Dad Barbara Steve Jildo Steph Dave Becca Booga Nana Thanx!! Miss u gramma 2/15/97!! And im out, Thanx 4 commin!

WILLIAM RICH JR.

“Billeh”

“It’s impossible, it’s irrational, it’s against my religion.” -Miroka

ACTIVITIES: Drama 2,3,4 Chorus 2,3,4 Stand 2,3,4


Billeh xoxo
AMANDA ANNE RICHARD
“Manda”
“Whatever you say, Boss.”
ACTIVITIES: Basketball 1,2,3; Executive 1-4; Key Club 1,2,3; Chorus 2,3,4; NHS 3,4.
FUTURE PLANS: Go to college and become a genetic researcher.
MEMORIES: Good times with my Trucchi’s ppl. JB, AT, CK, EM, JM, JW, LC, EB, and DN. Summer 2002 down the Cape with JW, CO, and MD. Weekends spent with Mike, Jen, Chris, Tim, and Mark. Fun nights at the 99 and Friendly’s after work. Thanks mom, dad, Chris, and Daly for all of your support and confidence. Love you all!!

KAELEE ANN RICHARDSON
“Kayl”
“I always knew I’d look back at the tears and laugh, but I never thought I’d look back at the laughs and cry.”
ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey 1-4, Future Nurses Club 4
FUTURE PLANS: Going to college and to live my life to the fullest.
MEMORIES: Had a lot of great times w/Matt, I love you. Weekends w/JA, KB, AB, JA, AJ, KB, KS, JB, TA, Powder Puff football ’02, Field Hockey team ’02 love ya girls. Providence w/JA & KB. Brasils’ house! JA’s ’02 had fun while it lasted! (WLN) ha KB. Having fun w/the old gang MZ, TD, AJ, BW, BD, EJ, NC, DC, AO, AB, JA, ’00-’01. Going to Saquis. Snowmobiling in NH w/Zims family Thank you for everything! Shout Outs to GL, BD, SB, MK, RM, DB, CB, JW Had Fun! BD’s house w/KB! haha ’02. Tim’s Beach House. RIP R.O. Thank You Mom, Dad, Courtney, Megan, and Brittany I Love you XOXO. I had a lot of fun, but I’m out, lata!!

SEAN PATRICK RILEY
“Powder, Riley”
“Only God Can Judge Me”-2pac
FUTURE PLANS: Go to college and become a record producer
MEMORIES: Freshman yr chillin w/ the crew, RA, CR, JV, CB, BS ~ Concerts w/ RA, DS, JD, CH ~ Late night aimless drives with MO, KC, Cory (Some of the best times of my life) ~ Watching movies at AG’s house w/ BL, JV (love you guys!) Times at the Brasil’s, Chorus Trip w/ RS, AG, BH, BL, MR.(One hell of a time) ~ To Amber thanx for being there all those times! To Rob thanx for holding me down son! And to my family the last years were tough but we still have each other, love you all! Katherine I don’t know what I would be without you, Thank you and I love you! (KWSSPR) “I ain’t a Blood or Crip Im doin my own thing G-UNIT!! I done started my own gang” - 50 Cent

LEANNE MARIE RING
To accomplish great things, we must not only act, but also dream; not only plan, but also believe.”
ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1-4; Spring Track 1,2,3, capt.4; Indoor Track 2; Basketball 1; Executive 1-4; AFS 1,2; Powderpuff 4!
FUTURE PLANS: Become a fashion designer, get married, have kids, and be happy.
MEMORIES: Chilling with the 5 Hi’s! CJ, KK, KL, CC. I love you girls so much!” “Don’t stop ‘til it’s gone!” Living room times, HA! “Blow my whistle.” Walmart trips. Cait, NY! KK, twins 4-ever... you know how to throw em! Cheryl, my addicted angel! Larz, my sister! BFF! I’ll miss you! Summer ’02... Karaoke, tent times, partying! Lara, fun times... “When we’re cruisin’ together!” Ashleigh, good times! AL, EM, AB, BB, KM, ID, KM, AM, KC Love ya! Fun times with my soccer girls! It’s been real! Thanks so much Mom, Dad, Missy, Courtney, Adam, & Mollie, I love you! And...I’m out!
MICHAEL THOMAS ROAN
“Mikey”
“Remember that happiness is a way of travel—not a destination.” -R.M. Goodman

ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1-4; Key Club 1
FUTURE PLANS: Go to college, have fun, and own my own business.

MEMORIES: Tourney, the bikebarn, snowboard trips, “ruin”, Chaos in J C’s, times spent with AP, on the line, mm yea, Monster Jam, endless riding summer of ’02, summers in Maine

SAMANTHA JANE ROBERTSON
“Sam/Sammie”
“The greatest thing you’ll ever learn is just to love and be loved in return.” – Baz Luhrman

ACTIVITIES: Drama 1-4; Treas. 2&3, Pres. 4; Rhythmix 1-4; Math Team 1-4; Pres. 4; NHS 3&4; Pres. 4; Geog. Club 2-4; Treas. 2, ec. 3&4; Student Sen. 3&4; Exec. 3&4;
FUTURE PLANS: Get a doctorate in something, get married, have kids, and be happy.

MEMORIES: 4 proms w/my baby! Revs. & grocery shopping w/NC aka Snuggles. “Romeo must not live!” Romeo & Juliet w/AD, AW, AJ, AG, & JC. Bermuda w/AD, SF, CR. Breakin’ down on the Cape w/AD, DT, JH, DH. Boston & NY trips w/AD, DMB w/AD, SF, DT. Incubus w/AD. Chorus buddies w/EH. LL. sup smelly stalker? Thurs. Pizza w/Mr. Siddiqui. TL & his girly hands. Bears around an ice hole? Bio w/JH & SF – we wouldn’t survive in the woods. KK, I’m thinkin’... hmmm...watch out for my dance moves. Getting lost w/AW & MR. Providence! Ahh! Put that strawberry lip gloss away! Thanks to all my teachers, esp. MR. Siddiqui, MR. Illsley, Mr. Dunphy, & Madame. NC, SF, EH, JH, KK, SL, LL, MR, DT, & AW rock my world! Thanks for everything Mom, Dad, and Craig. I love you, Alex!

NICOLE ANNE ROSSIER
“Niki”
“Remember you are braver than you believe, you are stronger than you seem, and you are smarter than you think.” –A.A. Milne

ACTIVITIES: Key Club 3, Reach Out 1
FUTURE PLANS: Grow up and be happy.

MEMORIES: Times w/the gang: JJS, LN, SG, AD, LP. Crazy fun times w/AR, KM, RT, DM, VA, KS, TD, BB, KM. “BFF4EA w/KML,” Kristena, no more deliveries! Six flags w/LN, VA. The beach house w/LN, Ski trip w/LN, VA, LS...The Bates Motel! KM, HH-Do you remember senior Prom? Wicked long talks w/BB love you girly! Tom, its Thanksgiving dinner! Legs & Eggs ’04 w/CB, VA, LM, Liz, “Gobble, Gobble,” TX & Boston (crazy concert) w/AR, Hatin’ on Dill w/SG, Phyllis & Delila-“The Jesus Dance.” Thnx Courtney for always listening to me. “No more accounting for me!” I’ll love you, Dee! “F-Locka, I’m so worth more than $20/month” Doing reachout w/DB!! Good luck VA, KS, DM, AO, LM, MV, TG, CS, LR! “We may not have it all together but together we have it all!” To JJS, I couldn’t have done it w/out you, I43. Thanx Mom, Dad, & Kristine for everything, you made growing up fun! I love you all. Xoxo-me

John Rossman
“We are alone in the universe, Life is meaningless, Death is inevitable. But hey, ya gotta laugh at how ironic things can get.”

ACTIVITIES: Journalism. TECHSS
FUTURE PLANS: Coup d’état of a small country. Hey I’m modest.

MEMORIES: Rollin Stones 89, Mr. Crean’s beard, my ill-fated run for the presidency, broad taxes, gloriously defending communism in Modern US History, the infamous “A” team w00tage with JL, SH, JD, and hey Mo Mo.
DANIEL PAUL SCHWEMIN JR.
“Think for yourself, question authority, dare to be different, strive to be unique.” -Maynard James Keenan, Tool

ACTIVITIES: Jazz band 2
FUTURE PLANS: Professional Drummer!
MEMORIES: Good times with CB, BB, JW, KC, CF, TD, AU, AC, SO, MF, SA, DD, RD, PB, JE, AF, JE, AF, JL, SM, JO, CD, DP, MP, SR. Loved the bands with CB, BB, CF, TD, and PB. Hope I make it someday! Hey Kev, remember the sweet ketchup digga at lunch? It’s perfectly normal! Hey Woody, punch it! You love those boneless mozzarella sticks don’t ya? Carl, If you call that a guitar solo, lid rather have another...F*****t Hardcore! By the way, Grillo LOVES the boy’s regular. Keep playin Bryce! I’m out...

CHARLIE MARIE SHAWLES
“Chuck”

ACTIVITIES: Basketball 1, Spring Track 2, Winter Track 3,4
MEMORIES: All the good times w/ Cass, Sean, Heath, Cassandra, the “CREW”. Junior prom “02” w/ KC, CD, SG, HH, NP. Summers hanging @ CD house w/ CD, RO, DC, RT“then there were just five of us” Powder Puff Senior Year Hey Cass we did it! Congrats and thanks for always being there for me RIP Ryan Emery Orcutt You will always be misses 14343. Thanks for the love and support mom, dad, Kathy, Aunt Sue, and family. Davis, Kristy, Ean good luck in the future luv yah! Good Luck Class of 2003.

BRIAN JEREMIAH SHEPPARD
“Bshepp”, “Shepp”, “Sheep”, “Sheppy”
“How will history remember you?”

ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1-4 Captain 4, Basketball 1-4, Track 1-4, Key Club 1-4, Executive 1-4
FUTURE PLANS: College, Live a successful life with no regrets.
MEMORIES: Friends, CB, JH, NW, JG, MD, MM, JT, HW, JG, RH, GH, RG, CB, MC. Summer ’02 was crazy. Soccer-great times, never forget CB- How many can we fit in the Hot tub. JH, NW, JT, MD- never a dull night. CB JG- Can’t believe you guys are in the castle and I’m not. MM, JG, DB-Awesome Snowboard trips! Star of dumbass for one day! HW- Loser! Thanks to my family. Thank you everyone, it has been an experience. Latu.

DENNIS MATTHEW SHEPPARD
“Shepp”

“Running is the single hardest sport.” -Steve Prefontaine

ACTIVITIES: Cross Country 1-2, Captain 4; Winter Track 1-3, Captain 4; Spring Track 1-3, Captain 4; Key Club 1-4, Secretary 3, Sergeant of Arms 4; Executive Committee 1-4; National Honor Society 3,4.
FUTURE PLANS: Graduate form college ad become successful.
MEMORIES: Chillin with TM, JM, KM, JH, JF, NW, NP. Cross Country State Champs ’01 and ’02. Running with JM, KM, TM, TS, SW, MW, NP, AO, KR. Random Trips with TM, KM, and JF. Cape Cod Day with AW, KH, SS, RB. Backyard football on 1/2 days. Footlocker NYC ’01 and ’02.
LAUREN KATHRYN SHEPPARD
“L-Shepp”

“Never allow expectation to put limits on destiny.”

ACTIVITIES: Basketball 1-3, Captain; Indoor track 4; Tennis 1-4; NHS 4; Key Club 1-3; Newspaper 4; Student Senate 3, 4; Executive 1-4; French Club 3, 4; Art Club 1; and AFS 1, 2, treasurer 3, 4.

MEMORIES: Official member of the “Goon Squad” B, JM, AW, Kt, RC and AH. I love you guys! Water fight with Kt’s get away car. Goon Squad football/dinner, 7/11 slurpies, 3am cumbie runs. Sad to see it all come to an end. *Summer 2001.* DC trip w/AH, CC, EW. “BT!” Junior Prom, Concerts w/JM. Speech impediment, sry B it’s contagious. My childhood w/CC, EM and AC. “Cait. I’m not going home!” “We’re gonna DIE!!!” w/Kt and B on our way to BK. Kt!: my tennis buddy. Thank you all! I will never forget any of you! Love ya!

GEOFFREY BICKFORD SMITH
“Geoff”, “Smitty”

“Let us so live that when we come to die even the undertaker is sorry.”—Mark Twain “To thine own self be true” —Polonius

ACTIVITIES: Football 1-4; indoor track 2-4; outdoor track 2-4; basketball 1; baseball 1; NHS 4; Student Senate 3, 4; Executive 1-4.

FUTURE PLANS: Become a teacher, have a family, live life

MEMORIES: Proms w/Abby; FOOTBALL “The Line”; AYCE $M2; Vikings-42 Rockland-0; Track Meets; Goonsquad; 2gether. Sexy Boys; Dumbass; BFL; Superfan; How’d they get in here; Oldsmobile Racing Team w/Andy; Extreme Cheerleader Fighting; Working at J-Macs; “The Fish” with Coyne; K-8; New York; Gluck’s Bar mitzvah/ Fishing one night; AIM; Cape Cod/Vacations/ Sunburns; 7-11; Wendy’s’ Dances; My Teachers and coaches; Mascot—Go Vikings!”; BFFFLKN Step; Put-Crew; Funway with Matty D/Nick; Tev’s Ford; Eminem/River Rave/Warped Tour; Law-F’s; Pasta-Fests; Thanks to everyone who has helped me over the past four years. Thank you Mom, Dad and Craig. I love you. Thank you Nana and Grampa, Grumpa and Rita. I Love You Grammy.

DANIEL PAUL SPECTOR
Wambo

“B. we need a new toilet see, this one’s pinching my ass!”—Ryan Orcutt

ACTIVITIES: Basketball I, Football 1, 2, 3, 4 FUTURE PLANS: Change name to Julio Escobar and push pounds across the states.

MEMORIES: Holdin’ down the bridge w/MA; Bruschi Bros. poking smot. E.B.B, Ryan I’ll never forget you, double team, going stealth mode, back in the day w/MA, JD, Maine. Me and B’s Hott Girlfriends, 3E. Most fun of my life, 420, vikes 8-2, 42-0. Starting QB, trip to Florida w/SR 00’ and JM, BC 02’. Cancun 02’, Billy the B.B.B, backyard football, boy’s night out MA, JD, AA. Driving with MEBZ Coo Op RO, BC, MA, JM, AM, JR, 143 Patricia, times with MA, RO, JD, BC, PJ, JM, AM, MM, DD, JC, MR, BT, RO, BT, SR and some of the most random groups of kids ever assembled in a room. Thanks to everyone. I’m out-WAM.

KATHERINE MARIE SWEENEY
“Sweeney”

“A ripple of laughter moves the whole pond.”

ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey

FUTURE PLANS: Go to college, make a lot of money, get married, and be HAPPY!!!

MEMORIES: Hangin w/ my girls JA, KB, JA, AG, MD, AJ, KB, BL, KR, JB, thanks for bringing the greatest friends in the world, New Years’ Eve ’00, Summer of 98 w/ JA, DMB ’00 and ’01 Nelly Concert ’02 Bridge Jumping w/ JA, BD, CL Sd’n at the Crush Period 4 study KB-Baby B/C im a thug KB what key is it MD the happy note JA w’ll always me my latin lover look AG it’s snowing! Got times at JA + JA house. Natusket Beach riding around for no reason at all! Tai we almost died! CP party 2-23-02 Junior Prom thanks Boo. Good times w/ Brain, I luv you! Party ing it up at the Brassill’s partying with BL good times at AM, Salisbury ’02 thanks to my family Nick thanks for always being there!! RIP RYAN WE MISS YOU!
MICHELLE MARIE TANGUY
“Misha”
“Live each day as if it was your last.”
ACTIVITIES: I write poetry. I’ve gotten a few of my poems published already. I’ve been in Drama class since middle school. I also love different languages. I’ve taken French and Spanish. I believe learning languages opens a door to meeting a world of people you might have never had a chance to meet.
FUTURE PLANS: I’m planning on getting my cosmetology and massage licenses, and possible attend a few college classes, such as language, and a business course. The eventually open my own cosmetology/day spa business. And somewhere in the mean time I want to marry and start a family. I love kids and I can’t wait until my day to come for me to be a mom.
MEMORIES: My memories are my friends, cause some of life’s greatest memories come from friendships.

JAMES RICHARD TEVLIN
“Chad”
“No one should take themselves so seriously, with many years ahead to fall in line. why would anyone wish that on me? I never want to act my age. What’s my age again?” ~ Blink 182
ACTIVITIES: Key Club 1-4, NHS 3-4, Torch 4, Executive 1-4, Hack Team 4, Soccer 3-4, tournament 4, Hockey 1-4, tournament 2-3, 4, Capt. 4.
FUTURE PLANS: Attend college, go into advertising, and open a business with MattyD. “James and MattyD. Co.”

DARYL LYNN THOMAS
“P”
“Sing me to sleep, sing me to sleep, I’m tired and I, I want to go to bed...don’t try to wake me in the morning, cuz I will be gone.” ~ Asleep by the Smith
ACTIVITIES: Band/chorus 1-4, Drama 2-4, Field Hockey 2-3, NHS 3-4
FUTURE PLANS: Grow up, go to college, be happy, and get married.
MEMORIES: Chillin w/JH, SR, SF, DH, NB, SH, and EB. EW, BB, ER, and JK, Maryloe’s Girls! You rock it the mostest! Light masters with JG, AD and SR invite me to the wedding ok? Rockin out to rap with Flynn. Chris, shutup, DMB with SR, SF, and AD. Nif, we luv TJJ, you know it’s true. JH, BH, and TS BFF. Best summer at the cape! Doug I luv you. Thanks to mum, dad, and Jesse.

PHYLLIS MARIE TUJT
“Drama Queen”
“Don’t let anyone tell you that you can’t become famous”
ACTIVITIES: Basketball 1-4; Drama 2-4; Tennis 1; Key Club 3; Yearbook 4
FUTURE PLANS: I plan on becoming a famous actress! I am going to be in movies directed by Steven Spielberg and star in JAWS 5 and Jurassic Park 10. And hopefully I will marry Vin Diesel and have kids named Gorjus, Unique, and Palisade.
MEMORIES: Hangin w/ SF, AV, KC, MB, JB, ED, AJ, JA, AM, TL. We lost the Powder Puff game but we had fun. Stacey, our weekends in the summer. Stacey, tell the dinosaur I said Hello. Going to Philadelphia and hanging out with my cousin Ashley. I Love you Mom and Dad. Drina, I hope you can last the rest of your years here. GoodLuck!
APHRODITI VALLAS
“Aphro”
“Be who you are and say what you feel, because those who mind don’t matter and those who matter don’t mind.”-Dr. Seuss

ACTIVITIES: Basketball 1, Future Nurses 1.2, Chorus 1-4, Rhythmix 3, Track 4

FUTURE PLANS: To own my own beauty salon, get married, and be happy.


ANDREW SCOTT WAGNER
“Andy”
“Remember yesterday, plan for tomorrow, but ALWAYS live for today.”

ACTIVITIES: Football 1-4 Winter Track 1-4 Spring Track 1,3,4 Weightlifting 1-4, NHS 3,4

FUTURE PLANS: Go to college, get married, own a performance parts store, make money, have fun, be happy


ANDREA JEAN WEDGE
“Andi”, “D”
“One complicates and one simplifies. Take those ______ blinds off your eyes!” - Incubus

FUTURE PLANS: I plan to go to college and get a degree in either culinary or teaching. I would like to be successful at whatever I do, but want to be happy most of all. I also plan to live somewhere on the beach.

MEMORIES: The most important thing is family and friends. Havta say hey to my two best buddies Emily and Jenn. I love you guys! Having the greatest times with the greatest people. You all know who you are. Takin trips with Jenn and Emily. My two tone Taurus, with me till the end, our second home. All the rockin’ shows, concerts and warpedtours! First show ever... BANE! NY! Connecticut or the concert? Powder Puff football! Goin to the beach 24-7, sunsets are beautiful... Late night in the park. “Oh S****” The pawn shoppe. Random drives day or night. Clubbin at home. Chiiiiilllll! Rat dred & dying hair blonde is bad (5.0)

EMILY MARIE WHITAKER
“MLE”, “Em-Dawg”
“Try, but you can’t bring me down.” -H2O

Future Plans: To be super happy and live in a cozy little home by the ocean and have a cute spider money and travel the world.

Memories: All great times to al my great friends. Jenn and Andi you’re the Posiest rockers. I love you! So many super rad shows. Warped Tour, “01, “02, SK8 fest. Jesse the Jeep will never let me down. All the girls at Marylous. Smokndacheeb. Bein ridiculous. Takin trips. Beaches. NY. Punchbowls. All the crazy fun summers. Powderpuff Football! Yo family you mean the world to me. Momzie. Daddy, Liz and Dave, much love. At last finally over. PEACE OUT!
CHRIS WHITEMAN
"Whitey"
"Don't take anything for granted."

ACTIVITIES: Golf 1,2,3, Track 2.
FUTURE PLANS: Go to college, Become a firefighter, get married and have a good life.
MEMORIES: All the good times with JY, beach, Plymouth, NH. Long rides, Boston and more to come. You're the best. Water Balloon with JW, BD, JF. Getting chased by Mail Man with JW, GL, aMB, BF. Getting lost in NB with JW, BF, BD. Times at SB house MB in my car hitting a mail box. Good Good times with MB, SB, JW, GL, MK, BD, JF, BF, and JY. Thanks to Mom, Dad, Tom, and to my second family Cheryl, Morgan, Jess, and to Jenna I don't know where I would be without you. I love you.

ARI ANN WILE
"R"

"Life is what happens to you when you were busy making other plans." - John Lennon

ACTIVITIES: Never a dull moment 1-4

HALEY SYBIL WILE
"Hail"

"You can close you eyes to reality but not to memories." "A hug overcomes all boundaries. It speaks words within the mind that cannot be spoken."

ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1-4, Basketball 1-4, Softball 1-4, Executive 1-4
MEMORIES: HBSBSW! BH. Girls nights w/ JG, BH thanks girls. Skank Dbed. Dances w/ DB, KM good times (4gs). "Pin it" wkcp w/AH. Friendly's. Lock-In 02! You'll always be my #1 loser. Good times w/ JG, CB, BS. Great times great memories love you KL! km, db, jg, bs, cb, db, mk, am, km, ah, mp thanks for everything! My twin kw. Soccer 03 pasta fests. Beach w/ the Beast. Softball mv. Love you fam.

CRAIG WILLIAMS
NICHOLAS DAVID WILLIAMS
“Nick”
“Never let ’em see you sweat!!”
ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1-4, Capt. 4; Executive 1-4, President 2, Secretary 3,4; Student Senate 2-4; Newspaper 2-4, NHS 3,4.
FUTURE PLANS: Go to college and become a journalist.
MEMORIES: Dumb@ss crew NW JT MD JH MM GS JF. sick times, kicked outta ery where...Five@U NW JT MD JH JG...First Tourny win EVER, CB BS JH NW...sick times at BFL...Sexy Boys... “like is”...“illlilll”...“nahhh”...“aww cool”...howd they get in here?...Fat Jack & Slick Nick- No Hard Feelins...AYCE Tuesdays...EM Concert...7-11...Kurt Angle...secretary song...fun times with Ashie B...Prom ’02...Don’t forget BO AW CC KM BH RG JW AP MC BSP MK.

JARED WOLFE
“Wolfie”
“Don’t kick a fresh turd on a hot day.” – Harry Truman
ACTIVITIES: Football 1-4, weightlifting 1-4, tech prep 2-4.

JON WOOD
“Woody”
“I believe that everything you do bad comes back to you. So everything that I do that’s bad, I’m going to suffer for it. But in my heart, I believe what I’m doing is right. So I feel like I’m going to heaven.” -Tupac Shakur
ACTIVITIES: Key Club 1,2
FUTURE PLANS: Get a good job. Possibly go to college.
MEMORIES: Riding around with Mike and Kristina, movies with KC JS JS JL WG; talking music with SR- 50 cent, tupac, RIP 1996, me and will #17 Richards house R.E.O. we’ll never forget you 2002 Love to al thanks for great memories. I’ll always remember you all thanks for everything. “When my mom ask me will I ever change, I tell her yeah...but its clear I will always be the same until the end of time...”-2pac

JOSHUA DYLAN WRIGHT
“Wright Stuff”
“I’m a stupid moron with an ugly face and a big butt and my butt smells and I like to kiss my own butt”-Moe Syzack
“Lovin is what I got”-Brad Nowell
MEMORIES: The good old days with A.S. the watertower boxing&bridge jumping with K.B.D.L.J.A. Aruba StJ with MK collecting 200dollarsandpassing go Backyard diving 2 glasses of ice water with ice! Masstinkbox Soya RanchRandell and Kell are my brothers. If I put you in the pool rate now you’d sink like a stone! Kristin I love you its true Mom you’re the strongest person I’ve ever met I love you more than life itself! I love you too bro. I love high school the people the town the experience! P.S. to the underfassmen, pass the MCAS.
MICHAEL LAWRENCE ZEWIEY

"Pain is temporary, Pride is forever" and remember not everything is FUBAR; Red up its just a situation SNAFU

FUTURE PLANS: I plan to go off and learn a trade, try to join the Union, get my C.D.L. license and one day own my own business and branch off other businesses from it and maybe join the Marines or the reserves. I plan to have lots of money, a big house, and lots of toys.

MEMORIES: Chillin' at the bottom of the stairs with the old time friends, no names. The after lunch crew in the bathrooms right next to the vent. Crazy nights going 4-wheeling with JS AD SD RO at up's. Going to see the Yacks with mullet JJ and Mustin. My long lost buddy RJ and the old bike crew that always rode around EB and the surrounding towns causing trouble. Also me and MO working for Pete every payday going to talk of the town. And all the parties I went to but can't remember lots of them because High School was a blur and it went by very fast.

MATTHEW D. ZIMMERMAN

"Zim"

"You never realize what you have until it's gone."

ACTIVITIES: Football 1-4; Weight lifting 1-4


TIAGO FREITAS

Exchange Student from Portugal

"And I realized I couldn't bear the thought of never hearing that laugh again. For me it was like a spring of fresh water in the desert."

- Saint Exupery

MEMORIES: Life is an amazing thing and I love people for the surprise me at every moment. The small things in my life are the ones that make it special and worth living. Small things such as a smile or a laugh can just make my day and when I fell all of this, I hold the moment and make it last forever. If I would die tomorrow, I wouldn't cry because it was the end...I would smile because of all that happened in my life and everything that I had the opportunity of experiencing. I would be happy for all the wonderful people I had the privilege to meet and that made my life so beautiful. I love my family in Portugal and in the USA and all my friends I love East Bridgewater and when back in Portugal. I will think about this year and I will see it as the best year of my life.
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Just think—this is only the beginning. Let this be a reminder of how important you are.
You have made a difference in many lives and will continue to make a difference in the future of many.
Thank you for being you!
Love—all of us!
Chris,
We are so proud of the wonderful young man you have become and that all of your hard work and dedication had been rewarded.
Follow your dreams and work hard to make them become a reality.
No matter where life leads you, know that we will love and support you.

Love,
Dad, Mom, and Michelle

Hanna,
The courage, the enthusiasm, and the strength you possess, is beyond your years. You’ll definitely conquer and succeed. We wish you great health and happiness. Your future will be bright!

Love, Mom, Dad, Christine, and Heather

Andy and Lara,
Reach for your dreams.

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Aimee
"Vikings 2002"

Congratulations “Gordie”

We are proud of you!

Good Luck To The Class of 2003

Love

Mom, Dad, Micheal, Angela + Grammaw

Laura,

You’ve NEVER been afraid to give your very BEST!

We are so proud of you!

With lots of love,

Mom & Dad

Jared,

You are an amazing young man. Adversity never sits still with you and you always come out stronger. The future waits for you with open arms - I look forward to watching your journey - I have a feeling it will always be interesting to say the least.

I love you so much,

Mom

P.S. - Good luck to all the guys who spent time with us over the past 4 years - your all wonderful and I wish you the best.
Richard,

Where have the years gone? I'm so proud of you.

Love Ya,
Mom

Mike,

It seems like yesterday was the first day of school and the next was graduation. You have filled my life with joy. I wish you the best in your future.

All my love,
Mom

Geoff

Thanks for the wonderful memories.

Looking forward to the next chapter.

We are so proud of you.

Love, Mom, Dad and
Abby,

It seems like only yesterday that you were standing on the back steps, lunchbox in hand, crying because you couldn’t go to school with Meg and Sam and John. Now, as you leave this chapter in your life and move on to the next, we want you to know always that we could not be more proud of who you are and who you are becoming...

Dad, Mum, John, and Rachel, Sam, Meg, Grandma and Pop

To the Class of 2003,

My life, my house, my driveway just won’t be the same without you. Never stop making music and dancing, writing and running, or doing whatever it is that brings you joy. May nothing but good things happen to all of you in the years to come.

Jane Haines

Bob,

We are so proud of you. Keep an eye in the sky for the ever changing weather clouds. Best of success with college. We will surely miss you.

Love,
Mom, Dad, & Mike

Danny B.

Danny, Seems like just yesterday we were putting you onto the kindergarten bus, now you you are off to college!! We are so proud of the young man you have become. Your accomplishments and achievements throughout your high school years hep make our dreams fo you come true. Work hard, have fun and enjoy the next chapter of your life. We will all miss you King!! Happiness and success always!!

Love Mom, Dad, Dave, and Lauren.
Bethany,

We are so proud of your hard work and achievements. You are amazing.

Remember, there's only now, there's only here, no other path, no other way. No day but today.

La Vie Boheme!!
Love - Mom, Dad & Meaghan

“DOOTS ”
We love you! Mom + Dad

Then & Now

Your graduation is as "special" as your births.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Mary-Anne, Lynn, & Erin
Amanda,
We love you all there is are more “Tootsie”. We know that you have had to face many obstacles along the way, but just remember they make you stronger and more determined. We believe that you will accomplish all your goals in life.
Love - Mom, Dad, and Chris

Best wishes Phyllis We love you! don’t forget us when you are rich and famous.
Love Mom, Dad, and Drina

To Our Favorite Girls:
Over the past four years you’ve created a special bond of friendship. May you hold this dear - friends are forever.
Reach for the stars. They’re yours if you want them.

Love,
The May Family

Heather (Hammy),
It seems like only yesterday when you came into our lives. No matter what you face in life we will always be there for you. Always believe in your dreams and be happy. The sky’s the limit. We love you very much.

Love Always Mom, Dad, Lindsay, and Stacey
Jack, you hung in there, congratulations
Mom and Dad

Ari,
You have always been our shining star. Your caring for others just makes you glow. When a smile or a hug is needed you always know. Take your thoughtful-ness for others with you wherever you go and I know you will continue to shine.

Love, Mom, Dad, Briis, and Dean

Nick,
You will always be our super hero!

Love Mom, Bob, Dee, Jules and Lulu.
To Our Editor-in-Chief:

Brian, we would like to thank you for all your hard work and dedication over the past year in creating this yearbook. We realize that without you, there wouldn’t be one. We will miss you and we wish you the best of luck in all that you do.
The Yearbook Staff
would like to thank...

THE NICHOLAS STUDIO
PHOTOGRPAHERS

270 MAIN STREET (RTE. 27)
HANSON, MA 02341
(781) - 293 - 4142

Alicia,
Congratulations on all your accomplishments. We are so proud of you! Much success on your continued journey.

Love Always,
Mom, Dad, Douglas, Derek.
(Grandma and Grandpe in spirit.)
Congratulations Class of 2003

From

Dunkin Donuts
204 No. Bedford Street
650 Plymouth Street

Dewhurst Lumber

215 Bedford St.
East Bridgewater, MA 02333
(508) 378-2711

Viking Recreation Center
607 Bedford Street
East Bridgewater, MA 02333
508-378-9830

Used Cars
Bought and Sold

Complete Automotive Repairs and Service
Road Service

BOB GRAHAM
AUTO SALES & SERVICE, INC.

CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF 2003

20 North Bedford Street (Route 18)
East Bridgewater, Massachusetts
02333
(508) 378-2214
Life will present you with opportunities, challenges and decisions. When in doubt, choose long-term value.

Look to us for value!
Super Stop and Shop in Whitman
Congratulations and Good Luck 2003

Congratulations Lara and Andy! We Love You!

COLLISION WORK
LICENSED APPRAISALS
ALIGNMENTS
SUSPENSION

 Bettis AUTO BODY
25 North Central Street/East Bridgewater, MA 02333
License #008249
MA RS #799
David N. Batti
Telephone (508) 378-2171
LAW OFFICE
OF EARL SHEPPARD

11 MAPLE AVE.
EAST BRIDGEWATER, MA 02333
508-378-3113
FAX 508-378-3118

CONGRATULATIONS LAUREN, BRIAN, DENNIS, TIAGO AND THE CLASS OF 2003
YOU ARE THE BEST THERE IS
Congratulations Joe !!!
&
The Class of 2003
You are the future

CJ Plumbing & Heating
1-508-378-1271
East Bridgewater Education Association

Best of Luck to the Class of 2003

May your future be as bright as the last 12 years.
Wishing the Class of 2003 a prosperous future.

Guy C. Rizzo
First Vice President - Investments
Financial Consultant

SALOMON SMITH BARNEY INC.
284 Bellevue Avenue
Newport, RI 02840
FAX 401-845-3550
Congratulations to our friends!

From the Class of 2004.

We Knew You Could Do It!

From EBHS Guidance Department

Good Luck and Best Wishes to the Class of 2003

From the Class of 2005
Farewell and Good Luck to the Future Senior Classes of East Bridgewater High School.

From the Senior Class of 2003
Commercial Club
1 Neilson Ave.
East Bridgewater, MA 02333
(508) 378-2032

Best Wishes to the Class of 2003

Kevin, Jeremy, and Dennis;

10 League, 6 class D titles, 2 All-state Championships and counting... Thanks for the great times. Good Luck and best wishes in all future endeavors.

Coach McCabe and Coach Crean
"Truly great friends are hard to find, difficult to leave, and impossible to forget."

"Don't cry because it's over, smile because it happened."

"Promise me that you'll never forget me, because if I thought you would, I would never leave."

"Closing time, time for you to go out to the places you will be from... Every new beginning comes from some other beginning's end."
"Beginnings are scary, endings are usually sad, but it's the middle that counts."

"As I stared into your eyes, you asked me why I was about to cry, it's because I knew you were going to say good-bye."

"Every now and then, you find a special friend who never lets you down. Who understands it all, reaches out each time you fall. You're the best friend that I've found."

"Moving on is simple, it's what we leave behind that's hard."

"Good-bye to you. Good-bye to everything I knew. You were the one I loved, the one thing that I tried to hold on to."
Autographs
Autographs